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PREAMBLE
This paper is aimed to create a general guideline for students involved in international
mobility through the sources of free information systems and platforms, that provide
information related to different aspects of studying abroad, in order to simplify the adaptation
process in a foreign country. However, in terms of the COVID-19 crisis, it is rather difficult
to predict an impact on international mobility in terms of time measures. The risk of too
much focusing on the current situation in terms of the current crisis and diminishing mobility
as a result is crucial for this paper. This creates bias in survey responses, as mobility students
are not being enthusiastic to respond to the questions about international mobility due to the
current situation. Therefore, the survey that aimed to obtain around 100 responses including
IRO staff, has only collected 72 responses from the side of mobility students. However, the
primary goal of the survey- to collect data from minimum 50 different exchange students
from the different universities, was successfully reached.
Despite the current situation and general frustration among mobility students, for
those students, who are already staying abroad in a foreign university, as myself, it is rather
important to get a clear overview on free information systems and solutions that exist online,
in order to support their further studies in a foreign university. Such features as language
improvement platforms in terms of remote study conditions, as well as available virtual
learning environments and other sources of additional information online might benefit them
in their current situation. In the light of this, it was important to reassess the main focus of
this paper in order to make a small shift towards digital information systems, thus, narrowing
down the scope of the research. This will help mobility students to know the possibilities of
finding different types of information online according to their needs. In the end, the final
guideline is made in a more generalized form such as it would not only be focusing on
solutions for students during their potential mobility situation but also during their current
one.

This preamble is drawn up in consultation between the student and the supervisor and is
approved by both.
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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, we examine the information systems landscape of free solutions for
mobility students that can be used by home and host universities, student advisors, student
networks and funding bodies as well. We try to create a general overview on free online
solutions. The analysis is based on insights from the relevant academic literature, personal
experience of the researcher and results of the survey conducted among 72 participants
during the spring 2020. The paper presents a general list of free information systems as
solution for mobility students regrouped under six main categories: online information
systems (synchronous/ asynchronous), portals, virtual learning environments (VLEs), virtual
exchange, online language learning aspect and the Erasmus aspect, with a final general
guideline for mobility students and overview on the solutions, discusses throughout the
paper. The research addresses some important issues concerning problems with information
accessibility among mobility students and may benefit further studies of free online
information systems for students during their exchange.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, one of the most important issues concerning student activities, while travelling
abroad, is availability of free information in regard to their studies, accommodation, language
courses, transportation and other crucial aspects of their journey. Many universities help
exchange students to assimilate in a foreign country by keeping them well-informed about
the upcoming academic activities and possible problems upon their arrival by means of
booklets, emails, phone calls and informational sessions. These means of communication are
intended to give a new student clear understanding of the future experience and to reduce
possible complications during his/her stay abroad. In this regard, the majority of universities
are used to provide international students with certain tips about local regulations, possible
accommodation solutions, help center information and educational portals, such as Moodle,
where a student can find most of the relevant materials regarding their study program or even
remotely participate in some study activities (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p. 9).
However, as the system is not perfect and all the universities differ in their educational
background, size and informational system development from country to country, this is not
always the case that a student gets help on each step of his/her journey. Therefore, it is
important to have a closer look at a student’s journey to a foreign university in order to obtain
a clear understanding of possible difficulties regarding information availability that may
arise during the process. Furthermore, it is of great importance to develop a general guideline
that would benefit a student in searching for relevant information online free of charge before
and during their travel, which would simplify the transition period.
The issue of the appropriate amount of information exposed to incoming students and
possible solutions in terms of free online information systems of a different type is a key
debate element among many authors. Some of the authors conduct studies on advantages and
disadvantages of online platforms and their great contribution to inter-faculty engagement
(Vovides et al., 2014, p. 103). The other group of the authors introduce new information
platforms as a solution for communication improvements between students and foreign
universities (Bregman et al., 2006, p. 38.1). There are also the authors, who investigate the
matter from the point of view of Erasmus program student experience in terms of students’
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expectations (Gallarza et al., 2019, p. 218). Thus, giving a clear overview on possible
complications in finding information during their academic experience abroad (Gallarza et
al., 2019, p. 218).
Despite all the existing literature on this matter, the majority of authors are still struggling to
present a unique general overview on this problem and to provide a certain summarized
guideline for international students on all the mentioned above aspects (platforms,
aggregators, forums etc.) at once, as their studies mainly focus only on one narrow aspect of
mobility process, such as, for instance, virtual learning platforms.
But the question is whether it is possible to provide a general overview on different kinds
of free online solutions for those students, who seek a big range of information on
different topics at once, for example, before their mobility.
Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to elaborate on the general guideline for the
students in such situations in order to simplify the search and adaptation process for them
and to provide them with helpful tips as a solution.
In our case, in the focused literature review part we regard six main concepts, that generalize
groups of free solutions we will be considering: online information systems (synchronous/
asynchronous), portals, virtual learning environments (VLEs), virtual exchange, online
language learning aspect and the Erasmus aspect. These six concepts are especially necessary
to concentrate on, as they represent the key factors in terms of time spending and importance
for a student during his/her international mobility, which is in most of the cases the Erasmus
program. Hence, they form our research background on basis of which, together with our
final observations and structured solution proposal, we are targeting a vast majority of
international mobility students.
This is not a singular disciplined problem, it can be observed from different aspects:
psychological, economic etc. In this paper we are concentrating on the informational aspect.
In the related to our question literature, such authors as Vovides et al. (2014), Bregman et al.
(2006), Livingstone and Kemp (2008) and many others dwell on the aspect of Virtual
Learning Environment from different perspectives offering new information system
solutions and digital learning methods. Some authors, as Gallarza et al. (2019), regard the
matter of helping students to integrate in a foreign university by looking into detail at the
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Erasmus program experience in order to get an insight on mobility students’ expectations
and possible problems they might face. Further studies, conducted by Debiec and Materka
(2015), relate to the Virtual Exchange aspect, where the authors elaborate on online support
systems for students during their exchange experience (Debiec and Materka, 2015, p.17). In
our research we attempt to combine all of these studies and the relevant insights they provide
in order to construct a relevant and useful overview of free online information systems that
mobility students can use to facilitate their information search on each stage of their mobility.
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2. METHODOLOGY
In order to analyze free information systems as possible solutions for mobility students
during their academic experience abroad, it is crucial to gather a strong theoretical
background based on academic literature, as well as to conduct a survey among former and
current mobility students, who already had their experience abroad, with the aim to receive
realistic and reliable data. The input of personal experience of the researcher will also benefit
the final guideline development.
Taking into consideration existing free information system solutions provided by the authors
within their studies, the data will be analyzed and structured in a clear general overview of
existing solutions. Further, the survey results and personal experience of the researcher will
be added. Finally, the final guideline and general overview of existing free online
information solutions for mobility students will be developed on the basis of all mentioned
above information as a help tool for international mobility students.
Therefore, the paper is going to be divided into seven sections and is going to be organized
in the following manner.
In section one, the introduction to the research question and assumptions are made in order
to provide the reader with a short overview on the problem.
In section two, methodology and general structure of the research are being briefly
introduced.
In section three, the assumptions resulting from the main question are analyzed with the help
of relevant academic literature that shows the significance of the question and provides the
reader with important insights, on which is going to be based on the final guideline. In this
section there will be presented different aspects of student mobility including Information
systems (synchronous/ asynchronous), portals, VLEs, the Language aspect, Virtual
Exchange and the Erasmus student perspective.
In the fourth section, the presented in focused literature review theory is examined and
reselected on the basis of six main categories mentioned above in a form of existing free
information solution’s overview list that shows how theoretical concepts of the six main
categories discussed in the previous section are applied to specific free online information
tools.
4

In section five, a survey is conducted with the help of Google Forms in order to obtain
relevant to the topic information about students’ real experiences during their mobility. This
section aims to form the third part of the theoretical basis after the literature review and the
overview of existing free solutions. It additionally aims to provide relevant responses from
different universities, which will benefit the final guideline elaboration in order for it to be
more practical.
In the sixth section, the general guideline along with a final overview of free information
solutions for mobility students is proposed in a form of steps that might potentially help an
exchange student to find relevant information during his/her mobility, as well as IRO staff,
student networks and student advisors to guide students through this process. This part is
based on the previous sections, as it gives an overview of real life experiences and possible
realistic solutions in terms of free information systems. This part is practical and serves as a
key part of this paper.
In the end, conclusions are made, based on the main findings.

5

3. LITERATURE REVIEW AND BACKGROUND
While conducting research on free information systems for mobility students, it is important
to specify that informational needs of mobility students differ from the regular students, as
mobility students face many challenges going abroad, such as accommodation search,
foreign health insurance system, language barriers, cultural differences and many others.
Thus, they have a great necessity in additional sources that might help facilitate their
experience in a host country. This can be accomplished by using additional online
information sources, such as planforms, portals, forums, blogs, mobile apps and so on, as
they are easily accessible on a distance at any time a student has access to the Internet. Hence,
regarding “free information systems”, we are going to talk about solutions that are accessible
online and free of charge, that makes it generally fitting to the needs of every mobility
student, who is interested in getting additional information before, during and after exchange.
In the academic literature related to our research question there are many examples of free
information systems for students, who are eager to find relevant information while travelling
abroad.
When we observe different types of information systems. It is possible to distinguish two
major categories according to their functionality: synchronous and asynchronous. While
there are a lot of authors writing on this particular matter, we will try to scope some particular
findings from the academic literature, that might be useful for our research questionconcerning the general guideline provision for students, in need of free information solutions
during their mobility.
While talking about the first big category of information systems, precisely synchronous
information systems, which is a real- time or simultaneous communication between two
people (Olarian, 2006, p.211). Examples include face-to-face or phone communication. This
type of communication is characterized by continuous uninterrupted interaction and requires
participants to be present during this interaction moment independently of their location
(Olarian, 2006, p.211). In this category we can distinguish several types of free information
systems. In their article, Pendry and Salvatore (2015) dwell on the usefulness of online
discussion forums as an efficient personal well-being and social engagement moderator
(Pendry and Salvatore, 2015, p. 211). The authors base their research on the hypothesis that
6

people joining the forums are primarily searching for the information, rather than
socialization (Pendry and Salvatore, 2015, p. 214). In the light of this, among other
arguments, they suggest that one of the benefits of integration in online social groups can
help people with a lack of offline information resources and social contacts, by gaining those
online (Pendry and Salvatore, 2015, p. 212). This hypothesis they successfully prove in the
end of their paper by conducting a quantitative study and SPSS analysis. Furthermore,
according to the authors, participation in online discussion forums also increases the sense
of belonging among students as well as stimulates offline social activities (Pendry and
Salvatore, 2015, p. 212). The authors base their work on Social Identity Theory by Tajfel
and Turner (1979), thus, emphasizing that in this context group identity is a determinant
aspect to consider, while investigating the influence of online discussion forums on the
offline socialization process (Pendry and Salvatore, 2015, p. 212). As an additional mention,
that particularly refers to our research question, online forums provide a possibility for
people to obtain social support through them (Pendry and Salvatore, 2015, p. 213). Being
bidirectional means of communication, to some extent, discussion forums are able to
substitute face-to-face communication with the online one, when it refers to obtaining
relevant information in a fast way (Pendry and Salvatore, 2015, p. 213). Moreover, they are
available and free of charge, which fits the general requirement of our future guideline.
However, the authors do not particularly concentrate their study in terms of student mobility,
their findings are of great use to our research.
Speaking further about synchronous communication methods, the academic literature
emphasizes their active presence on existing virtual learning platforms, which students use
during their studies. Fidas et al. (2006) in their work mention the E-Learning platform that
uses equally synchronous and asynchronous communication in order to increase students’
awareness (Fidas et al., 2006, p.139). The authors concentrate on the service Edu-smile,
which provides synchronous support in web-based applications, meaning audio, text and
video interactions among users (Fidas et al., 2006, p.139). The service includes online
student support as well as WeChat, additionally allowing its users to share the browsing
information with professors (Fidas et al., 2006, p.145). It is a useful tool for mobility students
as it provides peer-to-peer cooperation in real time.
7

Additionally,

Olaniran

(2006)

discusses

the

importance

of

computer-mediated

communication (CMC) into learning environments (Olaniran , 2006, p. 210). In his paper,
the author especially makes an emphasis on synchronous CMC compared to asynchronous
ones and usual face-to-face communication in order to assess their efficiency in the learning
processes. Both types of communication are mainly bidirectional. The main types of
synchronous communication such as chats, video conferencing prevail in the nowadays
online academic activities (Olaniran , 2006, p. 211). However, the author points out that for
a distance learning asynchronous communication is used more often as it does not require a
real-time presence of both participants, which facilitates the process (Olaniran , 2006, p.
211). That opinion is also supported by Fildas (2006) in their paper. Despite that,
synchronous communication is still broadly used in distance learning processes in a form of
virtual classrooms, for instance (Olaniran , 2006, p. 211). Synchronous communication
contributes to the interactivity of the process, thus, increases the speed of information shared
among participants (Olaniran , 2006, p. 211). Continuous feedback is a crucial part of this
process. For other benefits the author highlights that synchronous communication increases
a student’s ability of critical thinking and choice making (Olaniran , 2006, p. 212).
Nevertheless, the usage of synchronous web-based technologies such as virtual classrooms
often require additional technical knowledge and sophisticated hardware usage, which might
be an obstacle for not technically advanced students (Olaniran , 2006, p. 212). Another
obstacle might be failure of academic staff to properly guide students through the learning
process, which might end in demotivating behavior of the last ones (Olaniran , 2006, p. 213).
Therefore, as a professor takes the role of instructor in this case, he or she should be wellwell-informed and try to find a personal approach to each student in order to avoid putting
him under additional pressure (Olaniran , 2006, p. 214). Generally, it is proven that usage of
synchronous CMC increases student’s productivity due to constant evaluation process and
support from the side of academic staff (Olaniran , 2006, p. 214).
Ultimately, the European Commission advises European Portals and Social Media Pages for
mobility students, that also refer to synchronous communication type, in order to foster
information and experience exchange about mobility opportunities on an international level
(Asderaki and Maragos, 2012, p.503). To those relate Facebook, Twitter, Flicker, YouTube,
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blogs and portals such as www.studyineurope.eu, which we will have a closer look at in the
following section (Asderaki and Maragos, 2012, p.503).
Portals deserve special attention within the student mobility information area as they are
free, accessible and provide information on a very broad range of topics from visa application
policies and scholarship possibilities to costs of living and job opportunities (Asderaki and
Maragos, 2012, p.503). Portals is a centralized information hub for students in need of
diversified knowledge on the up-to-date topics. The different examples of useful portals,
their functional advantages and drawbacks will be closer discussed in the following section
of the research.
While observing asynchronous information systems, it is noteworthy to say that they
positively assist students in information search and learning activities (Hiltz, 1998, p. 2).
Asynchronous information systems imply one-to-one communication (Hiltz, 1998, p. 2). The
information through asynchronous communication channels is transmitted at once, it is not
an ongoing process like an information transition through synchronous systems, such as
video streaming, for example. Asynchronous learning networks (ALN)

include such

elements as e-mails and webpages. However, in order for asynchronous learning networks
(ALN) to benefit the learning process of students, collaborative learning should take place
as a process facilitator (Hiltz, 1998, p. 2).
Wu (2004) conducts a study on the importance of online group discussions of a threaded
character in terms of learning process improvement (Wu, 2004, p. 139). His study reports
that usage of discussion forums promotes effective learning and benefits the ability of logical
thinking among students (Wu, 2004, p. 141). The author emphasizes that such factors of
online learning through discussion forums as constant interaction with academic staff and
fellow-students and sequential course design are significant for students to improve learning
effect, while studying distantly (Wu, 2004, p. 141).
The effects of synchronous and asynchronous online learning on students’ performance were
also discussed by Clouse and Evans (2003) using an example of off-campus MBA students
(Clouse and Evans, 2003, p. 181). The authors primarily concentrate their study on the
electronic environment (E-Learning) and the interaction processes it contains while
providing students with relevant information online (Clouse and Evans, 2003, p. 181). The
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advantages of E-Learning platform are fast and optimized information share among peers by
means of synchronous and asynchronous learning activities, which happen to positively
influence student performance and their social skills, as well as professor-student
information share that increase their level of motivation (Clouse and Evans, 2003, p. 182185). According to the study, such elements of synchronous communication as video-based
instructions (video conferencing) for students or virtual classrooms increase the level of
academic achievements and general satisfaction of students (Clouse and Evans, 2003, p.
183). To asynchronous types of communication on the platform refer, for example, prerecorded PowerPoint lectures (Clouse and Evans, 2003, p. 186). In support of the study
conducted by Wu (2004) about the usefulness of online group discussions, the authors divide
them between synchronous online discussions such as chats and asynchronous ones such
as threaded discussions, such as e-mails (Clouse and Evans, 2003, p. 185). Both serve as
efficient message exchange services and contain an important part of course related online
content (Clouse and Evans, 2003, p. 185). Asynchronous communication is shown to be
more preferable in terms of personal time management, as students can decently prepare the
information they want to share in advance as well as process the received information before
(Clouse and Evans, 2003, p. 185). However, synchronous methods appear to be beneficial in
terms of receiving immediate feedback (Clouse and Evans, 2003, p. 196). The enlisted above
solutions are especially advisable and important for the students participating in mobility
programs as many of them use the E-Learning platform through the host university website
during their studies. Though, many of those tools are available aside from this platform
online and are free of charge, which is making them useful while searching for any type of
information before and after mobility as well.
When we observe the Virtual Learning Environments, it is important to distinguish the
difference with online learning environments. Online learning environments are
characterized by getting access to knowledge through technologies (Moore et al., 2010,
p.130). It is a rather homogeneous process, that includes access to basic materials and a lack
of flexibility in it, as they mainly use asynchronous communication tools (Xu et al., 2014,
p.430). While virtual learning environments provide close to life-like interaction through the
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usage of more advanced tools and personalized materials (Xu et al., 2014, p.430). Therefore,
online learning is a part of virtual learning by definition.
We can find diversity of approaches related to this topic:
In their article Livingstone and Kemp describe the web-based virtual learning environments
(VLE) such as Second Life (SL) platform, used by many institutions as an informative and
educative tool for their students. The authors enumerate several support systems and
approach them from the perspective of learning introducing as an example Multi-User
Virtual Environments (MUVE) such as Quest Atlantis and River City, which consist of
game-learning tools (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p. 8). According to the authors the
process of game-based learning that consists of quests, quizzes and forums allows students
to easier get used to the learning environment (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p. 8-9). They
compare Second Life (SL) with other VLEs using a survey among student-users in order to
be able to integrate both systems successfully. Based on the result from the survey, the
easiness of access of that kind of platforms is an important aspect. Following this principle,
the authors elaborated on the creation of Sloodle, which is a combination of well-known and
long-existing Moodle platform with Second Life platform in 3D format (Livingstone and
Kemp, 2008, p. 9). Appendix 1.1 presents the differences between standard Moodle and
Sloodle platform’s construction. Sloodle is a fully automated platform, which basically
transfers the feature that Moodle has on its homepage into 3D space (Livingstone and Kemp,
2008, p. 10). Appendix 1.2 shows an example of a 3D classroom environment created,
created in Sloodle for learners. The platform gives a possibility to conduct blogs and forums
for simpler interaction among students and teachers (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p. 11).
All of the above mentioned closely imitates the reality. Via additional Web-Intercom tool
students have also an ability to participate in restricted discussions of any type and save their
conversations (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p. 11). The problem that authors outline
especially is that it is very difficult to structure the interface in order to make it logical and
user-friendly with ability for customization for each person with his/her separate study needs
(Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p. 12). There was conducted a study with 155 respondents
that showed that SL is still lacking the popularity among young audiences due to its
complexity and innovative approach (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p. 12). However, the
11

study revealed the majority of the students are using Moodle on a constant basis (Livingstone
and Kemp, 2008, p. 12). In order to solve those problems and introduce MUVE, and Sloodle
in particular, to the current users, it should be better combined with already existing
information platforms (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p. 13).
In their article, Bregman et al. (2006) introduce another information platform that is
commonly used and was developed by the College of Management in Israel (Bregman et al.,
2006, p. 38.1). The HighLearn system aimed to complement already existing learning tools
such as eLearning, in order to enhance better communication among academic staff and
students. (Bregman et al., 2006, p. 38.1). The platform consists of online courses information
that enables collaborative studying processes (Bregman et al., 2006, p. 38.2). The platform
was designed and established within one year, it is a simple, read-only system with easy
access (Bregman et al., 2006, p. 38.2). The authors conducted a survey regarding the
usefulness of the platform. This survey included a questionnaire provided to both-students
and teachers. The results revealed that after the first year of introduction of the HighLearn,
more than 60% of the students used the platform and the academic staff admitted its
usefulness in terms of educational level improvements (Bregman et al., 2006, p. 38.2). This
supports the author’s opinion about user-friendliness of the platform and reduces the time
student waste to deal with administrative routine (Bregman et al., 2006, p. 38.5).
Other information solutions are introduced by Schubert and Koch (2002) in their paper about
collaboration platforms for virtual student communities. The authors investigate the
importance of personalization in the profiles of users of digital platforms. Their paper focuses
on two projects conducted in Germany and German-speaking Switzerland, that are related to
the virtual communities that ease the intercommunication, information exchange and
collaboration among students (Schubert and Koch, 2002, p. 1). The first project dwelled on
the matter of Lifestyle student communities, such as the ones that integrate users on the basis
of their free time spending. This project named COSMOS (Community Online Services and
Mobile Solutions) aimed to give appropriate support to the Lifestyle communities (Schubert
and Koch, 2002, p. 3). Their research was conducted based on the data provided by the
students of Technische Universität in München in order to be more realistic (Schubert and
Koch, 2002, p. 3). The authors also introduce Studiosity.de platform, which is a big German
12

student community, concentrating on the groups of student activities such as lifestyle events
(Schubert and Koch, 2002, p. 3). Another project introduced by the authors is VICOS
(Virtual Community of Students) from Switzerland, which is a hybrid platform for
professional and educational purposes (Schubert and Koch, 2002, p. 5). The features of the
last two will be more closely discussed in the next section. In conclusion of their paper, the
authors emphasized the importance of personalization on such kinds of platforms in the
future in order to better satisfy the needs of their users.
While speaking about learning environments that do not use specific features of
visualization, another paper closely compares two learning platforms on their early stage of
launching, Moodle and Blackboard, that were already mentioned by Livingstone and Kemp
(2008) before. In their research, Bremer and Bryant (2005) briefly went on the advantages
and disadvantages of both platforms. They described their personal experience supporting it
academically by the survey conducted with a sample of students, who used both of the
platforms. The survey showed that for the majority of students Moodle, as a learning
platform, seems to be easier in use than Blackboard. It is a more open and interactive source,
where users can manually control their chats and discussions, while in Blackboard this
process is automated (Bremer and Bryant, 2005, p. 137). However, Moodle is proved to be
a free platform in comparison to Blackboard; its maintenance costs were relatively high,
which is a disadvantage for the academic staff (Bremer and Bryant, 2005, p. 138). To the
disadvantages of Moodle at the time of launch also related to the inability to add value for
students’ academic tools such as quizzes, while it was perfectly possible to do with the help
of Blackboard. In conclusion, both of the learning platforms have their positive and negative
sides, however, the practice showed that in the last years Moodle was adapted very fast and
used in many universities all over Europe in contrast to Blackboard.
Another paper written by Vovides et al. (2014) took a closer look at the E-Learning platform
and its application for the students of medical education. The study of the authors was
conducted based on the examples and practices of four African medical schools (Vovides et
al., 2014, p. 102). The study revealed that all of the schools adopted the Moodle platform in
order to combine it with E-Learning for better information distribution and engagement
among different faculties (Vovides et al., 2014, p. 103). The majority of the universities
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found it efficient while having a problem of increasing the number of applicants (Vovides et
al., 2014, p. 103). Kilimanjaro Christian Medical University College particularly emphasized
the great use of the platform for examination checks. According to the university it
significantly simplifies the load of work for the academic staff during the examination
period, as the platform allows them to check the tests and exams automatically in a
computerized manner (Vovides et al., 2014, p. 103). In conclusion, the platform proved to
be a useful tool during integration of the students in the university, efficient information
provision and time-saving resource. However, in all the cases it required sufficient staff
training and support to the students in terms of usage assistance (Vovides et al., 2014, p.
104).
When we talk about international mobility, it is very important to mention the language
aspect. While students travel abroad to a foreign country, they might need a sufficient
knowledge basis in the language of their destination. Thus, it is crucial to provide them with
possibilities to learn a language beforehand online, as not all of them might have a decent
academic support in their home university.
On this matter, O’Dowd (2017) in his work proposes a number of useful solutions as a part
of online intercultural exchange (OIE). According to the author, virtual exchange and online
collaboration projects not also help student to study and communicate online as they are
involved in bidirectional communication process, but also to study different kinds of
languages through the online platforms by practicing online with a partner from another
university (O’Dowd, 2017, p. 208). The author mentions such websites as Intercultural EMail Classroom Connections (IECC) and E-Tandem, as the mediators for collaboration of
students online through a range of discussion forums and tasks (O’Dowd, 2017, p. 209). The
key detail of the OIE’s success in language learning is a developed and bidirectional email
system that allows students as well as professors to participate more actively in the study
process (O’Dowd, 2017, p. 210). Speaking about E-Tandem, it is important to mention that
it is an available free application based on the principle of tandem learning and peerassessment with the native speakers from different countries (O’Dowd, 2017, p. 211). Thus,
studying a desired language is an own responsibility of a student. On the other hand, there
are also more serious planforms like Cultura that puts an emphasis on the cultural differences
14

of the students by letting them learn not only the foreign language but also particular cultural
differences between their home and foreign country (O’Dowd, 2017, p. 212). A big part of
the language learning is words association questionnaires and sentence completion on the
native language, so that under the professor’s supervision a student from another culture
could do the same and then compare both forms, extracting the cultural differences and
making a range of useful conclusions in support of intercultural differences study (O’Dowd,
2017, p. 212). Another program, which is of great help in online language learning, according
to O’Dowd is Soliya. The program is based on the principle of group learning and contains
a 9-week course, where students from Eastern and Western countries are combined in small
learning groups in order to participate in the project that boosts intercultural communication
(O’Dowd, 2017, p. 213). The important aspect of the last one is that it is predominantly for
the period during the mobility process, as students receive credits for participation (O’Dowd,
2017, p. 213).
Another solution for free online language learning proposed by Turgut and Irgin (2009) is
computer games. The authors investigate language learning through computer games by
means of interviewing and analyzing young learner’s experience in Turkey (Turgut and Irgin,
2009, p. 760). Their study showed that simple computer games such as The Sims, for
example, facilitate the learning process in addition to simple entertainment (Turgut and Irgin,
2009, p. 761). This one direction engaging process, according to the authors, improves the
vocabulary basis of the student and his/ her pronunciation skills (Turgut and Irgin, 2009, p.
761).
In support of Turgut and Irgit’s study, Butler (2014) went further in his research and defined
eight elements within online games basing himself on the experiment conducted with
children in Japan (see Appendix 1.3). The author based his results on the conducted
experiment and the model of computer-based instructional games (CBIGs) developed by
Prensky (2001), who in his work emphasized the successful combination of learning and
entertainment through online gaming activities (Butler, 2014, p.93). Those eight elements
among others include repeating/ reviewing, imagining, grouping similar words and
controlling own learning, which in our case is beneficial for the students, who are frequently
involved in online gaming activities during their free time (Butler, 2014, p.93). In conclusion
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the author underlines that the biggest effect carries adventurous challenging games and the
ones, with unrealistic plot, that boosts the fantasy of a player (Butler, 2014, p.99). In the
light of this, both studies agree on the fact that online games do indeed facilitate foreign
language learning process, which is a good recommendation for those mobility students, who
find it difficult to concentrate on or do not have instant access to specific language courses
(Butler, 2014, p.100).
Another important element of online language learning discussed in the academic literature
is Wiki platform, which refers to an asynchronous type of online information systems. Lin
and Yang (2011) investigate the influence Wiki technology usage has on students’ English
writing skills by means of interviews, survey and observations (Lin and Yang, 2011, p.88).
The study is conducted in Taiwan and shows the importance of computer-assigned language
learning (CALL) for students (Lin and Yang, 2011, p.89). One of the major advantages of
the platform highlighted by the authors is a possibility of online collaboration and interaction
among students (Lin and Yang, 2011, p.90). In Wiki students can participate in peer
assessment, simultaneously work on the same task and discuss the outcomes, all of the
mentioned above contributes to the perception of writing in a foreign language not as a task
but as a “social activity”, increasing student’s involvement in the process (Lin and Yang,
2011, p.90). This platform might be of a great use to the students, participating in online
language courses during their mobility, as it is a bidirectional communication technique that
would benefit their constant language practice in a more interactive way than standard
language learning techniques. The advantage of the platform is also that the platform is free
of charge.
In support of the previous study, Zorko (2009) as well studies the effects of Wiki features on
student’s learning behavior. The author points out usefulness of the platform in terms of
mutual bidirectional learning, however, mentions that the platform does not really enhance
collaboration between students, as they find it easier to communicate on the task details
through synchronous type of information systems such as Messenger and/ or e-mail (Zorko,
2009, p. 645). His study, conducted by means of questionnaire and interview among real
Wiki users, after a thorough qualitative and quantitative analysis emphasizes several
additional advantages of Wikis among which are easier peer-to-peer communication,
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decreased freeriding problem, increase in student’s motivation while learning the foreign
language and improved student-teacher collaboration (Zorko, 2009, p. 651). As well as in
the paper of Lin and Yang (2011), the results of Zorko (2009) showed that some students
had minor technical problems while working with Wiki’s editing features (Zorko, 2009, p.
656). Despite enlisted drawbacks, both studies agree that Wiki has a positive effect on virtual
language learning. Therefore, it is highly recommendable for students, who desire to improve
their foreign language skills during mobility.
In addition to already mentioned free online language learning solutions, based on the
research conducted in Turiba University in Latvia within the Erasmus Plus project, Luka
(2018) found that online language courses can be successfully integrated in universities
Moodle learning platform (Luka, 2018, p.449). The main advantages of this integration is
availability, user-friendliness and such guiding features as interactive maps (Luka, 2018,
p.452). In addition, the author mentions that integration of online language courses to elearning platforms is helpful in terms of flexibility of these platforms (Luka, 2018, p.462).
Thus, in terms of conducted research, both parties-students and professors found this
integration useful, interactive and relatively easy applicable (Luka, 2018, p.462). Hence, it
would be beneficial for the mobility students to find out if their host university provides
incoming students with similar online learning opportunities through their main website or
e-learning platform.
As our final guideline aims to help students travelling abroad during their mobility program,
such an important aspect as Virtual Exchange is worth mentioning, as it has become a wellintegrated part of university education in the last few years. Virtual Exchange represents
online collaboration of students on different kinds of projects in the different academic fields
(O’Dowd, 2018, p.1). As the topic attracted more interest among such organizations as the
Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs and the European Commission, the last one
announced the launch of “Erasmus Virtual Exchange pilot project” in 2017, which would
help young individuals to learn about intercultural differences in a collaborative manner
(O’Dowd, 2018, p.4). Later on, UNICollaboration was founded, which is the CrossDisciplinary Organization for Telecollaboration and Virtual Exchange in Higher Education
(O’Dowd, 2018, p.4). According to O’Dowd (2018) the term Virtual Exchange includes
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several components, such as Web-based Environments, E-Tandem, Global Virtual Teams,
Online Intercultural Exchange, Collaborative Online International Learning and
Telecollaboration (O’Dowd, 2018, p.4). In his paper the author makes an overview of
different approaches to virtual exchange in higher education (see Appendix 1.4). The author
distinguishes four general approaches, such as foreign language initiatives, business studies
initiatives, service-provider approaches and shared syllabus approaches (O’Dowd, 2018, p.67). In the first category fall already mentioned by O’Dowd (2017) online language platforms
like E-Tandem and Cultura, as well as Intercultural Email Classroom Connections (IECC),
which connects classrooms on multinational level in order for students to participate together
in educational process (O’Dowd, 2018, p.5). This is a way of email exchange between
students from different parts of the world (O’Dowd, 2018, p.5). X-Culture, which was
launched in 2010, is another example of a free solution for students who desire to cooperate
on business studies initiatives (O’Dowd, 2018, p.6). It includes business skills development,
practices and relevant data exchange (O’Dowd, 2018, p.6). It is especially relevant for
disadvantaged students, which will be more in detail discussed further by Bunescu et al.
(2020) within the Erasmus mobility program overview. Business students work in online
groups in order to set up a new business or share intercultural managerial experiences
(O’Dowd, 2018, p.12). For the third category, the author mentions COIL Institute for
Globally Networked Learning in the Humanities (O’Dowd, 2018, p.14). The principle of
COIL is to combine two classes from different countries that have a similar content into one
multinational class to increase communication and collaboration between international
students (O’Dowd, 2018, p.14). As a service provider, apart from already discussed before
Soliya, the author highlights such useful tools as iEARN and Sharing Perspectives project,
which will be discussed more in detail further on in the Analysis part of the paper. All the
mentioned above information instruments help international students with common goals
and ideas to work cooperatively, freely exchange their knowledge and motivate each to
overcome challenges connected with the education process (O’Dowd, 2018, p.19).
While talking about free information solutions before, during and after student mobility, it is
important to consider the Erasmus aspect of the matter, as this is one of the most popular
and well-established mobility programs nowadays.
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Erasmus program is a mobility program that is aimed at multicultural educational experience
and training in order to improve the quality of education among students and young
professionals (Gallarza et al., 2019, p.220).
As it was already mentioned in the introduction, Gallarza et al. (2019) regard the matter of
helping students to integrate in a foreign university by looking into detail at Erasmus program
experience in Spain in order to get an insight on students’ expectations and possible problems
they might face. The authors regard the process of mobility thinking about a student as a
consumer, who is involved in the process of “pre-purchase” decision making (e.g.
information search, university selection) and “post-purchase” phase (e.g. loyalty to the
program, recommendation to peers etc.) (Gallarza et al., 2019, p.220). Hence, as in our paper,
the authors consider mobility program in terms of relative timeline with the phases before,
during and after the Erasmus mobility. The paper dwells on satisfaction of students’ needs
and expectations. The authors highlight five dimensions of Erasmus students’ values: social,
emotional, functional values and monetary/ non-monetary sacrifices (Gallarza et al., 2019,
p.223). The research found that in terms of social values students expect constant positive
communication during the program in terms of intercultural socialization (Gallarza et al.,
2019, p.223). In terms of emotional values, students expect to reach self-achievement on an
educational level (Gallarza et al., 2019, p.223). As for the functional part, it refers to useful
skills and knowledge that Erasmus students seek to obtain during the program (Gallarza et
al., 2019, p.223). On the other side, sacrifices are rather negative aspects of the mobility
process. Such monetary expenses as study fees, rental payment and additional travel and
information search costs that are perceived as a disadvantage of Erasmus mobility
experience, as well as non-monetary difficulties as socio-cultural adaptation in the foreign
country (Gallarza et al., 2019, p.223). However, the latest is considered to be valued less by
Erasmus students due to high expectations in compensating it by positive experience in the
first three dimensions (Gallarza et al., 2019, p.226). To the expected positive sides of the
program among others relate self-development, increase in self-esteem and potential
professional growth (Gallarza et al., 2019, p.225-226). This research helps us to have a closer
look at the student’s perspective in regard to Erasmus mobility program in particular. Based
on the above mentioned concepts and results, as well as the personal experience of the
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researcher, some general pain-points for the students involved in the mobility program can
be identified, along with important needs and expectations. Those important findings are
expected to be a valuable input to the list of free solutions within our final guideline.
The study of Virkus and Bamigbola (2011) coincides with the work of Gallarza et al. (2019)
and gives some solutions to Erasmus students’ needs and expectations highlighted by
Gallarza et al. (2019) in their work. The authors conduct qualitative research on the usage of
virtual technologies, generally named Web 2.0, on the example of experiences of students
during the Erasmus Mundus program (Virkus and Bamigbola, 2011, p. 479). Web 2.0 tools
have numerous advantages in application. They help students to socialize online, encourage
flexible learning, allow easy information access, develop enhanced collaboration and
motivation to self-learning (Virkus and Bamigbola, 2011, p. 480). However, there are
several drawbacks discussed in the paper. Such obstacles as property rights problems, lack
of necessary technical skills while using Web 2.0, lack of proper choice of Web 2.0 tools and
difficult implementation process might be a reason for failure in adoption of those tools in
university (Virkus and Bamigbola, 2011, p. 480). Describing the study results, the authors
distinguished four main categories of positive Web 2.0 tools usage during their Erasmus
program. The results are based on the students’ personal opinions and perception of given
technology. First of all, students found extremely useful synchronous digital tools in peerto-peer communication support (Virkus and Bamigbola, 2011, p. 483). Among their main
preferences were to Skype, Yahoo! Messenger and Facebook (Virkus and Bamigbola, 2011,
p. 483). Secondly, the authors provided a general list of online information systems that
according to the students, helped them in their educational purposes. Such tools as Facebook,
Yahoo! Messenger, YouTube, Wikis, Blogs, Google Scolar, iGoogle, Wikipedia and
iCampus (Virkus and Bamigbola, 2011, p. 484). For the third category, the authors proposed
selected by students solutions that helped them in their professional matters. In addition to
the ones listed above, there was mentioned LinkedIn, Twitter, Google and social
bookmarking (Virkus and Bamigbola, 2011, p. 484). The last but not least category is rather
general than specific, and collects all the multi-functional tools that were helpful according
to Erasmus students during the whole mobility process (Virkus and Bamigbola, 2011, p.
485). Additional purposes of usage Web 2.0, are for instance, entertainment, politics, religion
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and many others (Virkus and Bamigbola, 2011, p. 485). In this context, students used
preliminarily synchronous type of information systems, however, without an exclusion of
asynchronous ones. The list includes Blogs, YouTube, Facebook groups, SlideShare and
Wikis (Virkus and Bamigbola, 2011, p. 485). The authors concluded that Web 2.0 type
information systems seem to be very promising and handy during the Erasmus mobility
program (Virkus and Bamigbola, 2011, p. 487). Hence, some of the mentioned above tools
might benefit our future guideline and will be discussed in the following section of our
research using concrete examples.
The research of Bunescu et al. (2020) observes Erasmus mobility program from the point of
view of disadvantaged students, which is especially important to mention in this context as
it is a big part of students that are in need of free information access. Into this category of
students fall those with educational difficulties, disabilities, economic obstacles, health
problems, social and geographical obstacles (Bunescu et al., 2020, p. 10-11). Those students
especially require free information solutions, while going abroad, due to their situation. The
authors explicitly speak about the International Credit Mobility Programme (ICM) that
provides Erasmus+ students with various support before, during and after their journey
(Bunescu et al., 2020, p. 8). Based on the surveys made among different regions, where
Erasmus+ student mobility is conducted, there were detected subcategories of disadvantaged
students. Among those, the vast majority of this group are the students with learning
problems, followed by those with economic disadvantages and with physical disabilities
(Bunescu et al., 2020, p. 54). Therefore, our future guideline might especially be helpful for
them, as they require free of charge distant learning tools in order to succeed with their
studies. In the end of the research, there were made proposals as solutions for disadvantaged
students category (Bunescu et al., 2020, p. 59). Apart from the additional funding before
mobility such as grants and additional scholarships as well as academic and administrative ,
such measures as increasing of Online Linguistic Support (OLS) for such students and
development national forums in order to share relevant information in order to facilitate their
mobility experience are among them (Bunescu et al., 2020, p. 6).
The majority of authors that conducted studies on the previously discussed aspects provided
useful solutions for students that are in need of access to free information sources. Some of
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the authors focused specifically on the case of mobility students, however, those who did
not, managed to bring valuable input applicable to our research thematic. The majority of the
authors agreed in their opinions within each of the categories. In the following section of our
research we will classify the mentioned above solutions under each of the main categories,
which are information systems, portals, VLEs, the language aspect, virtual exchange and the
Erasmus student perspective, in order to have a convenient overview on our final solution
set and to dwell closer on the main ones.
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4. EXISTING FREE SOLUTIONS (BENEFITS AND RISKS)
In this section we regroup the free information solutions discussed in the academic literature
review under the main categories that we are going to base our final guideline on. The
categories represent an extended version of main student mobility aspects that we already
mentioned in the introduction part, namely information systems (synchronous and
asynchronous), portals, VLEs, the language aspect, virtual exchange and the Erasmus
student perspective. Under each category several useful free information solutions for
mobility students are going to be enlisted as well as their advantages and drawback analysis
from the perspective of mobility students. Based on this theoretical analysis, the general table
of solutions will be set up that will plot each of the solutions according to their relevance for
students’ needs on the mobility timeline-before, during and after mobility, which will be the
basis of our final guideline.

4.1 Synchronous information systems
Further, there will be enlisted several synchronous-type tools that might be of great help for
any mobility student.
1. Edu-Smile
The service Edu-smile provides synchronous support in web-based applications, meaning
audio, text and video interactions among users, as it was already previously mentioned in the
literature review section (Fidas et al., 2006, p.139). As synchronous web-based support is
essential for students, who require guidance and immediate assistance, it transmits dynamic
information between students and academic staff such as student’s current test results,
progress, scores etc. (Fidas et al., 2006, p.141). The academic staff can see, which students
are participating in which tasks on the platform; as the students can see, who of the academic
staff is available online for a moment for assistance (Fidas et al., 2006, p.145). Additionally
presented on the platform chat options allow students to be redirected from one professor to
another according to the relevance of a topic or a problem discussed (Fidas et al., 2006,
p.145). Edu-Smile also includes a feature “BrowseWithU”, which allows students to share
screen with professors, so that those can follow what a student is currently browsing (Fidas
et al., 2006, p.145). All the mentioned above tools of Edu-smile give the atmosphere of
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immediate informational support and a feeling of integration to a student in the real-time,
thus, it is a very useful free service for those, who participate in any mobility program.
2. Social media platforms as a source of free information for mobility students
Previously and generally mentioned in the academic literature, well-known free social media
tools, such as Facebook, Twitter, Flicker, YouTube, Instagram are the main mediators of
mobility student’s interaction. These platforms are especially advised by the European
Commission as they additionally contain a number of useful digital activities for mobility
students: Facebook groups -Innovation Union, European Institute of Innovation and
Technology, Digital Agenda for Europe, Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs, Erasmus
Student Network, Youth on the Move, Social Europe, Worldwide Exchange Students, ESN
Buddy, Erasmus Student Network, Housing Anywhere and Erasmus +, Twitter- CORDIS
Europe, CORDIS calls - 7th Framework Programme, European Training Foundation, Social
Europe, Digital Agenda for Europe, Flicker- Social Europe and YouTube- Digital Agenda
for Europe (Asderaki and Maragos, 2012, p.503). In this regard, social networking,
especially on Facebook, benefits a great information exchange among international students
for such important topics as international mobility opportunities, training programs, social
connections and so on (Asderaki and Maragos, 2012, p.503).
3. Communication platforms as a source of free information for mobility students
Communication platforms are useful in terms of live-like communication. The services like
Jitsi Meet, Zoom, Skype, Teams and Discord have a possibility of good video calls, as
individual as well as in groups. Jitsi Meet and Zoom are very alike platforms that are often
used in order to conduct online conferences, classes and presentations. The participants are
occasionally muted, while the presenter talks, however, there is a possibility to “raise a hand”
to speak up during the process. It is a very useful tool for the teachers, who want to separate
students into small subgroups for more efficient work and to control each subgroup one by
one. Thus, students feel nearly life-like experience of actual group work with peers and the
supervisor. Mobility students can benefit from it, as they can create group talks, discussions
and conduct online presentations with their professors at home university on a distance. As
Skype is very well-known and a bit outdated, it is starting to be replaced by Discord and
Teams.
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Discord has a better quality of video streaming and a wider range of possibilities without a
necessity to install. The registration is free. The user is able to make his/her own server,
where everyone can join and leave at any time, as well as to have chats with different text
channels with the ability to integrate bots, like music bots, that allow to play any song from
YouTube or Spotify for free and share it with the friends while still be present in the chat
together. The platform has different kinds of communities from book clubs to study groups
and even dance classes, which any mobility student can find helpful during and after mobility
for study and entertainment goals.
Teams is especially relevant for mobility students, as it contains sections of distant
healthcare support, remote jobs, virtual education tools, apps and much more. However, it is
only offered to students free of charge if the university pays for it. Thus, if there is a
possibility for a student to use it on any stage of mobility, as it is offered by a home or host
university, this tool is highly recommended.
4. Messengers as a source of free information for mobility students
Messengers are very important during the whole timeline of the student journey.
A great example is Slack, that facilitates communication during the study process. It is a
perfect platform for creating work groups, staying up to date with the partners. It also
integrates many useful third-party services like Dropbox or Google Drive and is available
through the mobile as many other user-friendly messengers.
Such messaging platforms as What’s App or Telegram are simple and perfect for a daily
usage. They contain such features as video and audio sharing, video or audio call
possibilities, so it boosts communication and information sharing between students and their
colleagues, professors, landlords and any kind of useful contact, as they are easy to use and
very popular. Additionally, Telegram contains many in-app channels of a different kind from
entertainment until job offers, which are accessible and easy to follow. It is very simple to
follow the news of each channel by setting on the in-app alerts, which is very handy for
travelling students, who do not wish to spend hours in front of the screen at home searching
for a job opportunity or some daily inspiration.
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5. Forums and blogs
Forums and blogs are important information sources as before as during mobility, as they
contain a lot of personal experience and good tips and recommendations on any desirable
topic. One of the good examples is ESN blog (https://www.esn.org/blog/), which is a blog
of the most popular Buddy Program for mobility students. The blog is full of articles on such
topics as health, Erasmus program, culture, travel, volunteering and many others. This is a
good way for a student to find answers on the topics of interest and to ask additional
questions.
Similar function performs Erasmus blog (https://erasmusu.com/nl/erasmus-blog), that
contains information on cities, accommodation, jobs and even private language classes
across the countries. It also allows a user to publish all the mentioned above categories, so
that other members of the community, who are looking for a private lesson or
accommodation are aware of your offer. Thus, together with a common forum and a
possibility to create your own blog in order to share an experience, it creates the atmosphere
of student collaboration and mutual support.
The European Commission blogs (http://blogs.ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/) are also a
valuable free information source, when it comes to recent news updates, general international
policies and laws updates and important events that young perspective students might be
interested in. These include, for example, webinars.
The websites like www.internationalstudent.com and http://exchangestudentworld.com
also contain a large number of blogs and forums for international and exchange students in
particular.
For the additional information it is always useful to check the host university’s website, as
it often happens to have guidelines for international incoming students, university blogs and
forums and university buddy programs, where the peers from the host country might answer
all the questions in a private chat or even in person.
As for other synchronous communication tools, such as virtual classrooms and portals,
they will be discussed in the following parts of this section.
Further, the benefits and risks of synchronous communication tools for mobility students
will be assessed.
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Benefits:

One of the advantages of synchronous communication for students, who use the tools with
study purposes is the immediate feedback they get on their job (Olarian, 2006, p. 212).
Students do not need to wait for the peer’s or professor’s response if they have any additional
questions or require immediate help. It is also rather interactive, which makes the process of
communication very close to the live experience and the process of learning more actively
developing students’ cognitive skills (Olarian, 2006, p. 212). There is also an opinion that
using synchronous communication in the study process can boost a student’s critical thinking
and choice making abilities (Olarian, 2006, p. 217). As synchronous communication requires
face-to-face interaction in most of the cases, it increases the work group’s productivity, as
participants tend to support a positive image in front of their peers (Olarian, 2006, p. 217).
Generally speaking, synchronous communication tools are very useful when it comes to large
and diverse information scales that is also quickly accessible and free of charge.


Risks:

However, there are several drawbacks. As the synchronous communication can be rather
informative in terms of differentiated content and solutions, as it was already mentioned
before, it gives a student the feeling of being overwhelmed, which makes it difficult to
process all the information received (Olarian, 2006, p. 212). Furthermore, in terms of study
processes, as the academic staff deals with a lot of online live-meetings at the same time
period and is supposed to provide rather personalized for each of the students, there might
be a human factor problem, when the professor cannot properly guide each student through
their learning process due to certain physical or emotional conditions, such as lack of
concentration or lack of information on the topic (Olarian, 2006, p. 216).

4.2 Portals
Based on the academic literature used in the previous section of this paper and the personal
experience of the researcher, we enlist several useful portals that might help mobility
students to easily access information on each stage of their mobility. It is noteworthy to
mention that portals is one of the broadest categories of all in their use. They contain not
only the information useful for the education purposes but also for a very diverse range of
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topics such as future job opportunities for young graduates, health insurances for students,
enrollment process, social activities etc. Further we will outline some of them that might be
of interest for a mobility student going abroad.
1. StudyPortals (www.studyportals.com)
Speaking about the education process, this portal is one of the very useful tools in search for
a study program and a scholarship that existed since 2007. It has an overview of more than
200,000 programs, including Bachelor, Master and PhD, at more than 3,750 universities all
over the world. It bases its work on the student personas by analyzing their needs,
expectations and pain-points during their student journey, thus, being able to match the
relevant program to the relevant person. The website is very structured and contains a blog
that provides information on all possible questions from the institution search to the first
enrollment. Also there are the news updates on the feed, so that prospective students are able
to evaluate the current situation across the countries and to adjust their expectations and study
preferences. The ultimate goal of the portal is to make academic opportunities accessible and
visually comparable for students worldwide (Allen et al., 2016, p. 55). The service is also
present on Twitter and LinkedIn, where the students can follow recent updates (Allen et al.,
2016, p. 55). Further variations of the StudyPortals and also very useful information sources
with

similar

but

more

www.mastersportal.eu,

specific

functions

www.phdportal.eu,

are

www.bachelorsportal.eu/,

ScholarshipPortal.eu

and

www.shortcoursesportal.eu.
2. Eurydice Network (https://eacea.ec.europa.eu/national-policies/eurydice/home_en)
The type of portal-like network under the initiative of European Commission is Eurydice
Network, that provides a general overview on the peculiarities of education systems and
policies based on the data from 38 European countries participating in the Erasmus +
programme. The information includes material such as reports on national education
systems, school calendar, salary comparison among countries and so on (European
Commission, 2020).
3. StudyinEurope.eu (www.studyineurope.eu)
Is one of the main informational portals for international and European students (Asderaki
and Maragos, 2012, p.503). The portal contains information on 32 European countries, which
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includes programs, application deadlines, the ECTS system information, study costs,
information on the Schengen Visa and much more. The emphasis is set on the doctoral
students (Asderaki and Maragos, 2012, p.503). “Promoting Europe as a world education
destination” is the central idea of the portal. The page is presented on Facebook as well
(Asderaki and Maragos, 2012, p.503).
The information portal-like tools with similar functions are EuroDoc (The European
Council of Doctoral Candidates and Junior Researchers) that contains initiative
PromoDoc (www.promodoc.eu), sponsored by Erasmus Mundus, that is of a great help
when it comes to doctorate program choice making (Asderaki and Maragos, 2012, p.503).
As well as CampusFrance, the British Council, Nuffic and DAAD (German Academic
Exchange Service) that have similar functionality for students aiming to travel in specific
European countries like France, England, Holland and Germany.
4. Graduateland (www.graduateland.com)
Speaking about the process of graduation after the mobility period, Graduateland is one of
the largest career portals in Europe, as well as well-known LinkedIn, that offers over
190,000 jobs, internships and traineeships for young talents worldwide. This job platform is
important for those, who want to start their career and have a large choice of accessible
options with explicit information. In addition to that, the platform has a handy mobile
application for those, who do not have time for the home-based research. However, the
benefits of LinkedIn are social media-like functionality that allows its users to make
connections as on Facebook, post updates and thematic workgroups. Additionally, similar
portal specifically for Belgian students is Student.be (www.student.be) that offers
information on local job opportunities, internships, student rooms and even a blog for
additional information share.
A decent part of portals for students as E-Learning and e-COMs turned into fully extended
versions of platforms that students use not only to find the basic information on their courses
but to engage in a virtual learning process. Therefore, in our study they are considered as
Virtual Learning Environments and will be closely regarded under this category later on.
Furthermore, archive portals also play a role of a free information access tool in the learning
process during mobility.
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5. The Archives Portal Europe
To set an example, The Archives Portal Europe was developed by European Commission to
store the information on collections of archival European institutions (Atanasov, 2019, p.72).
According to the recent data, the portal contains more than 274,163,477 units of archives
from more than 30 European countries (Atanasov, 2019, p.76). The portal is rather userfriendly, which gives an opportunity to find additional information to the related topic in the
international archives (Atanasov, 2019, p.76).
Observing different free portals and their use for mobile students, it is important to outline
their benefits and risks that users might face during the process:


Benefits:

To the obvious benefits of portals in general for mobility students refer to their high
simplicity and accessibility. They provide a very diversified informational and emotional
support on a big range of topics related to application procedures, visa policies, cost of study
and living, potential job opportunities, health and many others (Asderaki and Maragos, 2012,
p.503). Study portals especially concentrate on mobility policies, student transfer guides,
course details and on-campus activities (McGill, 2010, p.2). They are usually up-to-date and
have a great level of coordination and clarity, thus, they meet the most current students’
needs and in this regard give them immediate solutions (McGill, 2010, p.3). They also
facilitate collaboration among students and can be rather specialized in terms of relevant
topics (McGill, 2010, p.4).


Risks:

However, the diversity of information might be a big disadvantage for mobility students, as
following up different student guides and instructions may lead to confusion and
disinformation (Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, 2010, p.3). It also
disorients students in the process of information search (Atanasov, 2019, p.77). As for the
job portals, the biggest risk is so-called “scammers”, in other words fake recruiters, that post
fake job offers, especially on remote basis (Kumar, 2016, p.15). In this case, there is always
a bad chance of misuse of a candidate’s personal data (Kumar, 2016, p.15).
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4.3 Asynchronous information systems
As it was already mentioned in the academic literature part of the research, asynchronous
learning networks (ALN) include such elements as e-mails and webpages, as well as virtual
learning communities, which happen to have a larger scale of informational and emotional
support (Hiltz, 1998, p. 2-3). The latest promotes students to work in small groups
collectively, thus, improving the learning process by encouraging higher communication
among students (Hiltz, 1998, p. 3).
Furthermore, such tools of asynchronous communication as online group discussion
through the host university’s website or such learning platforms as Wiki, which will be
discussed under the Language aspect category, as well as pre-recorded PowerPoint
lectures are helping students in their study process by facilitating their information search
and ability to access it at any time.
There are several advantages and drawbacks of asynchronous communication.


Benefits:

To the advantages refers to the usage simplicity in terms of learning and a more personalized
education process (Hiltz, 1998, p. 5). According to the academic literature, the usage of
asynchronous collaborative learning can increase student’s efficiency level and facilitate
their learning process in terms of free access to relevant materials (Hiltz, 1998, p. 5). It also
boosts communication among students and increases their motivation. This information
system type is great in terms of time management as it does not require the presence of both
parties at the moment of communication. Therefore, as in case with the e-mail, for example,
it is always possible to receive and to ask for additional information, when a student finds it
convenient for himself, meaning that student has time to actually properly reflect and process
the incoming information, giving a higher quality of end solution (Zorko, 2009, p. 649).


Risks:

However, it is noteworthy to emphasize that an increase in online activities for a student can
result in higher depression and loneliness levels as the additional frustration while waiting
for feedback (Hiltz, 1998, p. 5). In addition, the time management benefit can be also
regarded as a drawback, as several studies showed that while being involved in asynchronous
communication, students spend significant part of their free time answering e-mails and other
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correspondence, instead of being busy with their educational activities (O’Dowd, 2017, p.
214).

4.4 VLEs
VLEs (Virtual Learning Environments) are especially popular among mobility students
nowadays. Nearly every university uses it for the purposes of distance learning, student
communication and collaboration or learning support. They include such tools as forums,
course materials, quizzes and so on (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p.9). It is an online-space,
where students can create and cooperate on a daily basis providing each other with
educational support on each stage of exchange. In this regard, it is very useful to include
them into our research, as this collective category contains all the necessary for mobility
students’ tools such as platforms, wikis, forums, blogs etc. Thus, we will have a closer look
at some of the main VLEs, as they are very beneficial in terms of information search and
usually are free of charge as they are offered and well-integrated into university learning
processes.
1. Moodle
Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment (Moodle) is a web-based
platform that combines such tools as asynchronous chats, course content, blogs, course
schedules and many more (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p.9). This platform is often used
by language centers in order to facilitate language skills improvement and distant learning,
especially for incoming exchange students. The Moodle database can save discussion history
as well as it contains such components as lesson tools, forum, wiki, quiz and assignments
(Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p.12). Lessons and quizzes offered by the platform are rather
complex and developed, it includes the possibility of assignment submissions for future
feedback (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p.12). Moodle is great for beginners due to its userfriendliness and gained great popularity among mobility students in recent years.
2. Second Life
Second Life is a 3D object-oriented platform that has similar functionalities that Moodle has
benefited to dynamic learning (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p.9). While Moodle represents
a sort of database of necessary academic information, Second Life is targeted to simulate and
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to use Multi-User Virtual Environment (MUVE) data servers to support its online activities
(Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p.9). Due to its nature, Second Life is missing asynchronous
communication tools, quizzes, class schedules- basically, all the information that Moodle
stores in its database (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p.9). Thus, there was a decision to
combine these two platforms into one, named Sloodle, in order to simultaneously integrate
2D and 3D techniques making the study process more interactive (Livingstone and Kemp,
2008, p.9).
3. Sloodle
Sloodle is a platform that is aimed to combine the best characteristics of Moodle and Second
Life in 3D format (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p.12). It closely copied the structure of
Moodle in 3D environment, which closely imitates reality (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008,
p.10). In addition to the components that were offered by Moodle platform such as forums
and discussions, Sloodle contains features borrowed from Second Life platform such as
simulations, group work activities, presentations and constructive activities, for example,
creation of 3D objects (Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p.13). As in Moodle, students can keep
discussion history and make corrections. In addition, it has a function “dropbox”, where
students can submit assignments and professors can not only respond with the feedback like
in Moodle but insert their corrections and modifications as well (Livingstone and Kemp,
2008, p.12). The support system of Sloodle exists in Spanish and English, which makes the
platform beneficial for the Erasmus students going to Spanish speaking countries especially
(Livingstone and Kemp, 2008, p. 13).
4. Blackboard
Blackboard is a virtual learning environment comparable to its functionality with Moodle. It
is used by many universities around the world and has such communicational features as
announcements, e-mails, chats and discussions. It offers its users to create a profile, where
all the background information about each student is stored. Accessing personal profile
students can add courses, check their contents and calendar of events, see grade lists,
assignments, recent changes made in the course contents and have access to the media
library.
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5. HighLearn
The HighLearn system supports already existing learning tools such as E-Learning, in order
to enhance better communication among academic staff and students. (Bregman et al., 2006,
p. 38.1). The platform contains online courses information that enables cooperative learning
processes among students (Bregman et al., 2006, p. 38.2). The platform was designed and
established within one year, it is a user-friendly, database-like system with easy access
(Bregman et al., 2006, p. 38.2). Therefore, students and academic staff are not able to make
any corrections in the documents on the platform. However, the academic stuff still is able
to provide technical, pedagogic and information support to students by using digital tools
and resources (Bregman et al., 2006, p. 38.2). Among other functions the platform allows
users to download assignments, transfer files and conduct discussions (Bregman et al., 2006,
p. 38.4).
6. Studiosity.de
Studiosity.de platform, which is a big German student community, concentrates on the
groups of student activities such as coordination of lifestyle events (Schubert and Koch,
2002, p. 3). The platform includes chats and services concerning different types of events
with the aim to create awareness among students, a favorable environment for cooperation
and to enable easy access to the information from multiple locations at any time (Schubert
and Koch, 2002, p. 3). The services that the platform offered were working real time, this
way users can track each other’s location and exchange information about upcoming or
ongoing events. They have the ability to connect with new friends by setting up meetings
via email or SMS message (Schubert and Koch, 2002, p. 4). The platform also includes the
possibility of a call placement, which is controlled by every user setting up his actual
availability for the call (Schubert and Koch, 2002, p. 5). A great tip for the students going on
exchange to Germany.
7. VICOS
VICOS (Virtual Community of Students) from Switzerland is a hybrid-platform that offers
to its students not only study functions but also plays a role of the business community
(Schubert and Koch, 2002, p. 5). VICOS covers such important spheres as support in
professional development of students, chats and forums, assistance on thesis writing and
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many others (Schubert and Koch, 2002, p. 5). It is rather personalized and contains great
amount of additional features such as master thesis seminars, job market, training forums,
SMS service center, accommodation market, events, online second-hand shop and even
payment gateway, where students can download documents with their credit and payment
information (Schubert and Koch, 2002, p. 6).
8. E-Learning
E-Learning portal is one of the most popular VLEs platforms along with Moodle. It facilitates
information access and contains a very broad variety of features such as course description
and schedules, course materials, ability to subscribe to desired courses and many others. It is
a content based portal, which means that it has a proper website, that is more user oriented
(Pinto and Doucet, 2007, p. 4). In addition to all the mentioned above features of other VLEs,
that E-Learning portal offers as well, it has information on academic staff, thus, helping
students to get aware of their professional background, contact details, office hours and so
on, in order to stay closely connected (Pinto and Doucet, 2007, p. 4). Differences of ELearning portal from the other VLEs is a qualitative content provision, developed services
such as news and reports, quality engines such as user guide, instructions of usage (Pinto and
Doucet, 2007, p. 5).
9. e-COMS
The e-COMS learning portal is an intuitive portal. It contains modules, useful links,
systematic and personalized navigation as well as structured content (Pinto and Doucet,
2007, p. 12). It is rather user-friendly due to its convenient menu bar. It is very similar to ELearning portal in its functionality and it aims to improve student’s content management
skills and to increase information literacy by creating accessible and specified content (Pinto
and Doucet, 2007, p. 7). It helps users to develop their analytical and organizational skills,
and knowledge of usage of synchronous and asynchronous communication techniques (Pinto
and Doucet, 2007, p. 8). It is a flexible, collaborative, constantly updated and user-oriented
tool, that improves the learning process and facilitates information retrieval process for
students.
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10. Edmodo (new.edmodo.com)
Edmodo is a social learning networking platform that is available in many languages such as
Spanish, Arabic, English, German and so on. It has the biggest part of functionalities that
Moodle has and is used by language centers in order to facilitate foreign language learning
among students. The platform allows teachers to post and update the course content
materials, as well as conduct discussions with students and colleagues.
11. Flipgrid (flipgrid.com)
Flipgrid is a website that allows academic staff to manage grids in order to support video
discussions in the virtual class. The teachers can post links to the videos and texts that should
be revised by students. It is also very beneficial for online language learning, as it allows
easy access to the information and to practice the language by posting video, which a teacher
can later give feedback on in the private messages. Thus, it is not only a communication tool
but also a great tool to develop presentation skills, which is very useful for students going
abroad.
12. MOOCs
To the number of useful for mobility students VLEs refer massive open online courses
(MOOCs). They have asynchronous character and are accessible through the Internet aiming
to a large audience of students (Kumar, 2015, p. 3). Many universities collaborate on the idea
of providing students free courses to diversify educational opportunities (Kumar, 2015, p.
3). The courses are accessible for any student that desires to participate in online classes and
free of charge (Kumar, 2015, p. 3). The course subjects are very broad as well, that makes
them so attractive and helpful for mobility students with a different academic background,
who want to develop themselves in a particular field or support already existing knowledge,
while being away from their home country. As a part of the learning process MOOCs offer
video lectures, quizzes, online assessments and readings with a different kind of bidirectional
communication between peers and academic staff (Helm, 2019, p.316).
In addition to the VLEs in the academic literature, it is noteworthy to add to the list such
online learning environments as Docebo, Dokeos, Sakai, .LRN, ILIAS, Brightspace (e.g.
UFORA) (www.d2l.com), Claroline (claroline.net) and Canvas, that are online learning
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management systems used by universities and schools in order to increase e-Learning
possibilities for their students (Claroline, 2020).


Benefits:

The main benefits of VLEs for mobility students is that it supports distant learning by giving
students access to a very broad range of information from the information on the courses,
schedules, materials and grades to the information on university open hours and academic
staff. It allows students to communicate and collaborate online, to assist in interactive
learning and to improve their language skills.


Risks:

Apart from the obvious benefits, most of the VLEs are missing the personalized approach to
study organization. The vision “one size fits all” is very typical for such learning platforms,
as they try to create the possibility to study in virtual world and aim to a large audience, that
does not always give a student freedom to instantly react and interact with peers and
academic staff, as many of the virtual learning environments are supported by more
asynchronous rather than synchronous communication tools. Therefore, there exists a lack
of local social contexts (Helm, 2019, p.317). Another disadvantage is that not all of them are
being user-friendly and easy to navigate, even with very advanced customization techniques.
They also may develop student’s disengagement as many teachers fail to fulfill the role of
facilitator during the online study process (Norberg et al., 2011, p. 208).

4.5 The Language aspect
Language barrier is one of the difficulties that students face, while participating in mobility
programs. Some students find it difficult to orient on the host university website or find any
relevant information in the host country on such topics as accommodation, study calendar,
healthcare regulations and many others. This is due to the fact that not all the exchange
programs require preliminary knowledge of a native language of the host country. Due to
this fact, those students, who do not possess this knowledge or those who do, but are willing
to improve their skills, have a range of possibilities to do it online and for free in order to be
better prepared before their mobility program starts. Further, there will be discussed some of
them.
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1. E-Tandem (www.tandem.net)
E-Tandem is an application that has as a principle tandem language learning. It includes
language exchange and cooperation between two native speakers of the languages that their
partners are aiming to learn (O’Dowd, 2017, p. 210). It is a possibility to learn a foreign
language for free from the native speaker through the live-chat. The benefits are a direct
mutual feedback provision on the foreign language progress performance (O’Dowd, 2017,
p. 210). Therefore, it is a peer-to-peer communication and teaching, where the mutual trust
and responsibility are taking a predominant role. The learning practices include error
correction , personal progress tracking, thematic discussions and many others (O’Dowd,
2017, p. 211). The application exists in a mobile version and is available for free.
2. Cultura (www.cultura.mit.edu)
The Cultura platform is an intercultural project that is aimed to connect groups of students
online for intercultural exchange. The primary activity is language classes, where the main
emphasis is placed on the cultural differences and peculiarities apart from the target language
learning (Cultura, 2020). This is reached by the collaborative work of students from different
cultures in one group, learning foreign languages from each other. Each group of participants
fill out a questionnaire in their mother language that reveals the answers on certain
information about their culture, thus, under the supervision of the teacher, this information
is shared online on the foreign language with peers in order to analyze similarities and
differences in each other’s culture (O’Dowd, 2017, p. 211). Thus, students not only improve
their language skills but also learn from each other about the lifestyle, customs and traditions
of a foreign country through online discussion meetings (O’Dowd, 2017, p. 211).
3. Soliya (www.soliya.net)
Another useful online language learning program is Soliya. It is mainly targeted to facilitate
intercultural communication between students from the East and West, thus, not only
developing their international language skills but boosting their socio-political awareness as
well (O’Dowd, 2017, p. 13). The program connects students from more than 30 different
universities all over the world (O’Dowd, 2017, p. 13). The students are integrated into a 9week course under the supervision of trainers (O’Dowd, 2017, p. 213). It aims to develop
synchronous interaction among participants through video-conferencing to run smooth
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discussions among participants from different cultures, thus, developing their critical
thinking skills (O’Dowd, 2018, p. 216).


Benefits:

Online intercultural exchange as an advantage facilitates language learning and improves
student’s awareness in socio-political level, as it was already mentioned above (O’Dowd,
2017, p. 13). It helps to broaden the communication circle for a mobility student, who is
searching for new connections from the side of the native speakers from the country of
destination.


Risks:

By promoting intercultural communication with diverse students, there is always a risk of
negative attitude of the students towards each other due to their cultural differences
(O’Dowd, 2017, p. 214). Also the different level of educational background and technical
developments in different countries can cause problems during the online education process
(O’Dowd, 2017, p. 214). The broad cultural diversity might be also an obstacle to meet the
expectations of each student in particular, thus, causing frustration and demotivation to learn
about foreign culture and language, as well as general disbalance in the learning group
(O’Dowd, 2017, p. 214).
4. Computer games
Nowadays, the process of gamification of education is rather noticeable. Such computer
games as The Sims or Call of Duty are popular among a young audience of gaming students.
The majority regards it as a mere fun and distraction asset. However, it has been proven that
gaming actually develops many useful abilities, among those are logical and strategic
thinking, multitasking, accuracy and memory training. According to relevant academic
sources, online video games can as well benefit language learning as they include rich
vocabulary, which facilitates in-context learning and also repetition element, that helps to
absorb new words and to learn correct pronunciation. This is a great tip for mobility students,
who invest the majority of their free time in video games but also for those, who would like
to try to learn the language in a funny and interactive manner. Such gamified apps as
Duolinguo, that is aimed to enrich user’s vocabulary, or LyricsTraining, where users are
required to fill in the blanks in the song lyrics while the song is playing, are worth
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consideration. In addition, one of the simplest and most accessible variants, is YouTube
Gaming channel, where visitors can access live streams and games in a target foreign
language (FLuentU, 2020).


Benefits:

According to the academic literature and personal experience of the researcher, one of the
arguments why students would prefer online gaming to standard language classes is the fear
of practicing the language in reality in front of their peers, while virtual reality gives them
an opportunity to express themselves in more liberated manner (Turgut and Irgin, 2009, p.
761). Another advantage of online computer games is their interactivity. Considering again
the example of The Sims, where a player is responsible for the actions of the characters by
giving them certain text commands, it is immediately representative from the actions of
characters if the was used wrong vocabulary set (Turgut and Irgin, 2009, p. 761). Thus,
games help students to improve their language skills during their free time. More preciselytheir vocabulary and pronunciation. Furthermore, games often include such elements as
repeating/ reviewing, imagining, grouping similar words and controlling own learning,
which in our case is beneficial for mobility students, who are frequently involved in online
gaming activities during their free time (Butler, 2014, p.93).


Risks:

One of the main challenges of learning language through games is the difference between
technical vocabulary and the real daily practice (Turgut and Irgin, 2009, p. 763). By
acquiring their knowledge through games, students do not always know how to apply it to
the right context. Furthermore, many games use similar vocabulary along the game, which
means if the user does not really choose to play different kinds of games, he/she learns the
same vocabulary set over and over again (Turgut and Irgin, 2009, p. 763).
5. Wiki
Wiki is a platform for collaborative learning and writing (Lin and Yang, 2011, p.93). It
allows students to view, post and edit content related to their studies. It is a very useful
language learning tool introduced by many universities, as it allows to store different kinds
of information about schedules, grades, guidelines, course materials and documents that
students can easily access at any time and share with their peers (Zorko, 2009, p. 650). The
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platform has a function of “track changes”, which allows users to edit one document
simultaneously independently from their current location (Lin and Yang, 2011, p.93). Wiki
also allows to make submissions, thus, it is an interactive language learning process, where
students can track information in blogs and have synchronous discussion in forums, which
is why it is so often used by university language centers as a tool to improve language
learning, especially for mobility students, for whom it is easier to orient themselves online
having a general overview on the language course, rather than to search for this information
on campus.


Benefits:

Wiki platform contains certain benefits, mentioned in the relevant academic literature, which
we base our paper on. Among those are the improved learning of foreign language
vocabulary, improved grammar and spelling, enhanced learning of the language in general,
which is valued by students, as it brings interest in participating in the process more than
during traditional language learning classes-increase in positive attitude towards online
language learning (Lin and Yang, 2011, p.95). The platform also boosts social interactivity
and helps to diminish teachers authority in a good way, meaning that students perceive
teacher’s correction not as a source of criticism but as credible comments to their work (Lin
and Yang, 2011, p.96). It is user-friendly and flexible as well in terms of information
accessibility (Zorko, 2009, p. 650). Additionally, it is improving student’s creativity and
social skills (Zorko, 2009, p. 650).


Risks:

While elaborating on the benefits of Wiki platform, there are some disadvantages to be
mentioned when bringing it into practice. The first disadvantage is that preliminary training
is necessary in order to be able to use all the features of peer assessment while using the
platform (Lin and Yang, 2011, p.96). This limits many students in getting the full features of
the platform, thus, reducing the facilitation of language learning effect. Same holds for the
second disadvantage, in particular unfamiliarity of many students with the interface of Wiki
(Lin and Yang, 2011, p.97). Therefore, many students find it time-consuming to adjust to the
functionality of the platform (Lin and Yang, 2011, p.97). The third risk appeared in the study
of Lin and Yang (2011) refers to the psychological side of the process. This refers to the
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commitment of many students to traditional writing technique and unwillingness to adjust to
the new way of learning (Lin and Yang, 2011, p.97).

4.6 Virtual exchange
According to the academic literature, Virtual Exchange represents online collaboration of
students on different kinds of projects in the different academic fields (O’Dowd, 2018, p.1).
It is especially important for mobility students, who would like to participate in international
projects and challenges to improve their skills and prepare themselves for the future job,
while travelling abroad. Virtual Exchange makes it possible to actually do so on a remote
basis. Therefore, it is advisable for mobility students to know their opportunities in the field
of virtual exchange by considering, for example, to have a look at the following initiatives.
1. X-Culture
X-Culture project is a virtual exchange initiative that facilitates online collaboration for more
than 100 universities in 40 different countries (O’Dowd, 2018, p.12). This project allows
students to cooperate with business companies, participating in business challenges
(O’Dowd, 2018, p.12). This way, both parties are benefiting from this collaboration. For
students, it is a great opportunity to gain new experience as a part of the training for the
future career. For the businesses it is a rich source of ideas and new solutions (O’Dowd,
2018, p.12). The challenges normally last a semester long and require a small group of
students with different cultural backgrounds to work together on such challenges as
marketing strategy planning, for example, that involve tasks, surveys, market analysis etc.
(O’Dowd, 2018, p.13). It encourages participants to use preliminarily synchronous
communication tools and platforms, such as Slack, Google Docs or Skype (O’Dowd, 2018,
p.13). Furthermore, it teaches students to be engaged in teamwork and to delegate their tasks
wisely (O’Dowd, 2018, p.13). This way, students get an experience they can apply into
practice, when getting their future job. During the whole time from the beginning of the
project until its end, academic staff is available for all students’ questions. It is carried out
by means of online meetings and conferences (O’Dowd, 2018, p.14). Additional benefit of
the X-Culture platform is that it stores the data of online communication among students and
makes it available for interested in the topic researchers later on (O’Dowd, 2018, p.14).
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2. COIL
COIL has the same idea as X-Culture and tries to engage students from different cultures in
free collaborative exchange and learning of the diverse range of topics (O’Dowd, 2018,
p.14). It includes elaboration on real business projects and ideas. The COIL model was
started in 2004 at the State University of New York (SUNY) and has as a background idea
the combination of minimum two classes from different countries but with a similar course
content into one (O’Dowd, 2018, p.14). Students are encouraged to equally use as
synchronous and asynchronous communication tools in order to solve the course tasks and
to collaborate with peers on the “shared syllabus” (O’Dowd, 2018, p.15). This approach is
especially relevant for mobility students, as it is easy to carry out on the distance and it gives
students a clear vision on different perspectives of the learning process, and teaches them to
be more open-minded and to work efficiently in an intercultural environment.
3. iEARN
iEARN was found in 1988 and is based on the “service-provider” approach, where nonprofit organizations provide around 30,000 universities and schools in more than 140
different countries with web-based environments in order to facilitate online collaboration
among students (O’Dowd, 2018, p.16). It includes different projects and activities and has
the same principle as COIL, where classes from different countries work closely together on
finding solutions and supporting each other (O’Dowd, 2018, p.16). However, this project is
targeting pre-university students, thus, it might be helpful for mobility students that are
taking preparatory courses for their Bachelor and Master programs abroad.
4. Sharing Perspectives Foundation
The Sharing Perspectives Foundation project is very similar to iEARN. It is a non-profit
organization that acts as a “service provider” as well and gives students the opportunity to
collaborate on such subjects as law, economics, political and social science (O’Dowd, 2018,
p.17). It provides academic content, online discussions and allows cooperative research
among users (O’Dowd, 2018, p.17). Participating in the projects is regarded as taking on a
separate course for students and is transferred to additional credit points (CPs) in their
curriculum at their home university later on (O’Dowd, 2018, p.17).
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Additionally, Soliya, which was already discussed under the previous category, is being a
part of virtual exchange aspect as well. All of the mentioned above initiatives can be a
potential help for mobility students. However, it is important to dwell on some advantages
and disadvantages of virtual exchange as a whole.


Benefits:

To the benefits of the virtual exchange refer professional business training for participants,
collaborative thinking, sociability and intercultural knowledge development (Zorko, 2009,
p. 649). It allows students to work remotely with their peers on different kinds of projects,
thus, providing benefits to businesses as well. It gives access to a huge range of academic
and non-academic information on different topics and subjects, thus, enriching the learning
process and improving skill development.


Risks:

As well as for the Language aspect category, too diversified student groups have a risk of
misunderstanding during the ongoing collaboration process due to the differences in the
cultural background and general upbringing. Thus, it leads to general frustration and
inefficiency during the group work, along with the feeling of demotivation. Also the fact that
the collaboration process in virtual exchange environments is web-based, waiting for a
feedback can be an emotional drawback for many students (Zorko, 2009, p. 649). In the end,
online exchange cannot always fully provide similar intellectual challenge for participants to
the same extent as offline collaboration could do due to its technology-based nature (Zorko,
2009, p. 649).

4.7 The Erasmus perspective
As it was already mentioned in the literature review, Erasmus program is a mobility program
that is aimed at multicultural educational experience and training in order to improve the
quality of education among students and young professionals (Gallarza et al., 2019, p.220).
Erasmus has some divisions, such as Erasmus + and Erasmus Mundus, and it is one of the
most well-established and popular exchange programs among students nowadays. Therefore,
it is important to take into account this aspect, when elaborating on our final guideline. While
talking about Erasmus student mobility, it contains all the categories that we discussed in
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this research. Looking at the exchange through the timeline before, during and after mobility
program all the mentioned above aspects are important and useful for mobility students.
Synchronous and asynchronous communication tools that were already partially discussed
above, such as MySpace, Facebook groups, blogs (especially ESN buddy) and portals are
assisting before the program facilitating communication and new connections search. After
mobility such services as LinkedIn and Twitter can be used for professional reasons. VLEs
are offering a great opportunity for international students to access academic information
and follow classes distantly. Such platforms as Wiki help to study or improve the native
language of the host country. For those who are in the last semester of their studies
conducting academic research such information sources as GoogleScolar, iGoogle and
Wikipedia or national forums, for instance, the European Commission forums, might be
valuable. Perhaps, an additional tool, that is less well-known by many and refers specifically
to the Erasmus + program, which is why was not mentioned under the Language Category,
is OLS.
1. OLS (https://app.erasmusplusols.eu/)
Online Linguistic Support (OLS) is an online language learning tool that helps to improve
language skills for those who are going abroad on Erasmus +. It offers language tests before
and after mobility, so that students can assess their actual study progress and check their
proficiency level. It also contains additional courses for a constant improvement in order to
eliminate the problem of language barrier, while going for studies abroad. The system is
rather personalized, therefore, the assignments can be done at any moment and tempo
according to the preferences of the student once the profile is created (European
Commission, 2020). The assignments include Live Coaching activities, tutorials and online
lessons. Mainly, OLS is aimed to provide students with sufficient language knowledge of
the country of destination before the mobility process. As further, during mobility students
are motivated to take language classes in the host country.


Benefits:

OLS shares its advantages with the other online language improvement tools. It is easy
accessible, great for tracking language proficiency level and current improvements, as well
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as it is beneficial for distant learning. In addition, it is very interactive and available in many
European languages, such as Bulgarian, Czech, German, Estonian and so on.


Risks:

As for the main disadvantages, this online tool does not really offer a real-world experience
language practicing, as asynchronous communication techniques are prevailing during the
learning process. Another disadvantage is that the tool is only for those who participate in
Erasmus mobility program, thus, students who have chosen another exchange might not be
able to enjoy its benefits.
As we examined free online information solutions under each of six main categories, it is
noteworthy to say that all the mentioned above solutions can be beneficial for mobility
students each in their own way and can significantly ease the information search process as
well. In the further sections, these solutions will contribute to the final practical guideline for
mobility students, based on their functionality, the survey conducted among 72 participants
and personal experience of the researcher.
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5. SURVEY ANALYSIS
In order to answer our research question- whether it is possible to provide a general overview
on different kinds of free online solutions for those students, who seek a big range of
information on different topics at once, it is necessary to understand the student’s behavior
and needs before, during and after the mobility program. Therefore, there was conducted a
study among 72 participants, 65 of whom took part in an international exchange program, in
order to examine their behavior along the program and detect some pain points, that can be
covered in the final guideline.
Participants included 60 current students and 12 workers aged from 21 to 34 years old, who
took part in an exchange program at more than 50 universities in 23 different countries. The
list of the countries is rather diverse and include Spain, France, Germany, China, Belgium,
Russia, New Zealand, United States, Mexico and so on. Figure 1 represents the general
overview of the visited countries on the world map. Unsurprisingly, the majority of travels
were made to Spain, as it is also mentioned in the academic literature by Gallarza et al.
(2019).

Figure 1
The survey were divided into three general parts according to the timeline of the journeybefore, during and after. In the first section participants were asked to indicate which
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exchange program they participated in. As it was generally assumed in our research from the
beginning, the majority of participants, namely 67.2% used the Erasmus program for their
exchange, which is also supported by academic literature in the studies of Gallarza et al.
(2019) and Virkus and Bamigbola (2011). In addition to that, 1.5% participated in Erasmus
Mundus. This proves the assumption of popularity of the program among mobility students
in recent years. Among other less popular but equally used exchange programs are
WELTWEIT, AIESEC and EF. The results are represented on Figure 2.

Figure 2
In order to find out which information sources mobility students are lacking while preparing
for their journey, it is important to analyze which sources of information they primarily used
in order to find their exchange program and any sort of additional information about their
future trip. The survey showed that the majority (66.1%) found their exchange program
through the home university website, as well as the website of an exchange program itself
(12.9%), while 9.7% heard about it through the IRO staff presentations, which are normally
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conducted in the home universities too. In order to search for other information related to the
future trip, 77.8% of students used Google and 47.6% got this information through the
brochures and emails from the host university after signing up for a program. Thus, it is
possible to conclude that universities play a crucial role of exchange program initiators and
facilitators. Additionally, participants noticed that such information as education (schedules,
courses etc.) (53.1%), accommodation (46.9%) and health (28.1%) is problematic to find
while preparing for the trip (see Figure 3).

Figure 3
In the second part of the survey participants were asked more specific questions related to
the synchronous communication tools, VLEs and language learning platforms, as these three
categories are generally collective and include tools that were considered from the Erasmus
student perspective, as well as portals, elements of virtual exchange and language platforms.
Speaking about synchronous communication, Whats’s App application was surprisingly
used the most among mobility students (81.5%), while the second place is shared between
Skype and Facebook Messenger (44.6% each). The findings coincide with the ones in the
research of Virkus and Bamigbola (2011), who marked as useful such synchronous digital
tools as Skype, Yahoo! And Facebook (Virkus and Bamigbola, 2011, p. 483).
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As for the VLEs, rather significant part of the students admitted that they did not use any at
all (52.4%), while those who used share their preferences between E-Learning (19%) and
Moodle (15.9%) platforms, the platforms of the host universities or the platforms, they can
no longer remember or recognize, which supports the opinion of Livingstone and Kemp
(2008) about recent popularity of Moodle platform. Participants were asked to choose
between advantages and disadvantages of VLEs in order to distinguish the information gap
that we must concentrate on while elaborating on the final guideline. For the advantages,
43.1% of participants, who actually used VLEs found them efficient information providers
and 39.1% appreciated the possibility to study remotely. Others found them helpful in order
to improve their educational level (15.7%) and only 11.8% of participants emphasized their
user-friendliness. The major disadvantages for mobility students were the lack of personal
life-experience (43.5%) and technical complexity (28.3%), along with the demotivating
nature of the virtual learning process (23.9%). This coincides with the opinion of Zorko
(2009), who mentioned a demotivating effect of VLEs due to their technology-based nature
(Zorko, 2009, p. 649). Nearly the same outcome was observed while analyzing the answers
about language learning platforms, 44.3% of participants admitted they did not use any
during their exchange program, 29.5% used well-known Moodle, as well as Wiki and ETandem on the equal basis (8.2%). Among the others, 11.3% mentioned Duolinguo as a
useful language learning application, which is one of the free solutions recommended in the
academic literature in the context of increasing popularity of gamification in learning
processes. The current results generally demonstrated the lack of usage of VLEs and virtual
language learning platforms among mobility students. This may be due to the fact that
students were not aware of their possibilities and options referring to these two categories.
However, as we see on Figure 3, in case of virtual language learning platforms, students
preliminarily used it before the mobility program, as a tool of preparation for their trip, as
many of the exchanges require a certain level of language proficiency before accepting
students for a program participation.
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Figure 4
For the information challenges that students experienced during mobility, 39.7% found it
difficult to obtain information referred to their education such as course content, schedules
and so on. 31.7% still experienced problems with health aspect, while 27% struggled with
foreign language and 25.4% could still not find accommodation while already being abroad.
Only 14.3% had social difficulties, such as finding new friends and connecting to peers
through different kinds of events and activities. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that
working as coordinators and facilitators of the mobility process, universities put their
emphasis on general information about events and introductory lectures, however, do not
always specify and personalize this information to the students’ needs outside the campus,
as it was also mentioned in the study of Norberg et al. (2011). Consequently, on the question
about what was generally missing for students during the mobility period, the first place
shared such aspects as lack of general information and lack of feeling of achievement in
education with 36.2% each. It is noteworthy to mention that according to Gallarza et al.
(2019), students expect an increase in self-development and self-esteem during their
exchange program (Gallarza et al., 2019, p.225-226). The survey results showed that 32.8%
lacked communication with other students, while 51.6% participants admitted they did not
participate in any buddy program at all, which might be one of the reasons of general
frustration in social sphere among mobility students (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5
Those students, who did, participated in the local program provided by host university or
ESN Buddy, that is so popular among exchange students nowadays.
Elaborating on the period after mobility, 73% of participants did not experience any
challenges in information search, while still 14.3% chose education as a problematic field in
this area (see Figure 6).

Figure 6
This is due to the fact that many of them, precisely 42% lacked post-program communication
with the host university, while 28% and 24% lacked specific information on techniques of
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credit point translation and exam results. The same problems were highlighted by Bunescu
et al. (2020) in their research, while elaborating on the obstacles that different mobility
student categories encounter after their exchange. In the end, the majority of participants
admitted that synchronous communication tools such as What’s App, Facebook and so on,
took the biggest part of post-exchange communication, which is also supported in the study
of Virkus and Bamigbola (2011).
The survey results narrow down previously discussed theoretical concepts and are generally
in line with the findings discovered in the related to the topic academic literature. Therefore,
based on the conducted research and recent observations, it is possible to compose a general
guideline using the information solutions discussed in the previous section in combination
with the practical insights obtained from the survey.
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6. GUIDELINES FOR MOBILITY STUDENTS
Based on the academic literature, theoretical analysis of existing free solutions and practical
insights retrieved from the conducted survey, mobility students’ needs and pain points
throughout the exchange program were detected. Therefore, the solutions discussed above in
detail, can now be reassigned into several blocks based on the nature of those needs and the
mobility timeline in order to finally answer our research question- whether it is possible to
provide a general overview on different kinds of free online solutions for those students, who
seek a big range of information on different topics at once. In order to do so, the general
guideline that contains advisable solutions for students according to their needs in each
period- before, during and after mobility, will be created.
Starting with the period of preparation for the exchange program, namely before the
mobility program, student’s need of information is at its highest point, as students require
specifics about the future mobility, accommodation, health insurance in the foreign country
and much more. As it was already mentioned above, many exchange programs require a
certain level of foreign language professions before accepting candidates for exchange.
Therefore, students also consider taking foreign language preparation courses during this
period. In support of this opinion, according to the survey results, the majority of students
already use virtual language learning platforms before mobility. In addition, based on the
insights from the survey, the main fields, where students experienced difficulties in
information search at this stage are education, accommodation, health, legal, language and
social aspects, in this exact order. Taking into account all the collected data, the students’
needs can be regrouped under the named aspects with the following solution propositions:


Education

According to the survey results, the majority of students, namely around 70% in total, found
their exchange program through home and host universities. However, for those students,
who would like to explore opportunities on their own portals is a perfect solution to do so
due their accessibility and informational diversity. The following portals contain a number
of advantages and hundreds of programs for students, who are willing to go abroad and
would like to make a personalized search based on their preferences and cost expectations:
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Studyportals, Eurodyce Network, StudyinEurope.eu, CampusFrance, the British
Council, Nuffic, DAAD.
After the program is selected, exchange students are mostly interested in more detailed
information regarding new university, enrollment, course lists, course content, schedules and
so on. This basic information, supported by the insights from the survey, is normally
explicitly provided by home and host universities, as well as IRO staff, through the so-called
“student guides”. However, shall a student need any additional information, it is advisable
to check host universities’ virtual platform, such as E-Learning and Moodle, in order to find
out more about the upcoming studies and important academic contacts. Host university’s
website, that contains all sorts of relevant information, is of great use as well.


Accommodation and health

For

short-term accommodation

Airbnb

(www.airbnb.com)

and

HostelWorld

(www.hostelworld.com) are one of the best options, as not all the students manage to find
fixed accommodation directly. Normally, the host university provides certain options to rent
dorms as well.
As the concern of many students is their future health and insurance rules differences
between their home country and the country of destination, IRO staff can normally help them
to find out more regarding this question via synchronous and asynchronous communication
tools as What’s App, e-mails, forums and blogs (ESN blog (https://www.esn.org/blog/)).
However, activities on social media platforms, such as Facebook groups- Erasmus
Student Network, Youth on the Move, Social Europe, Worldwide Exchange Students, ESN
Buddy, Erasmus Student Network and Erasmus can be useful as well.


Legal aspect

For the problems of a legal character that include certain rules in the foreign country, The
European Commission blogs (http://blogs.ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/), Erasmus blog
(https://erasmusu.com/nl/erasmus-blog), and national forums usually contain different kind
of relevant topics. In addition to that, social media platforms, such as Facebook groupsInnovation Union, European Institute of Innovation and Technology, Digital Agenda for
Europe, Twitter- CORDIS Europe, CORDIS calls - 7th Framework Programme, European
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Training Foundation, Digital Agenda for Europe and YouTube- Digital Agenda for Europe
may contain important information.


Language aspect

As foreign language learning is taking a significant part of preparation phase, for those, who
on any kind of Erasmus mobility, OLS platform (https://app.erasmusplusols.eu/) is a perfect
way to start to, as it allows to detect the current language proficiency level and offers the
way to improve it. Other virtual exchange solutions, the features and benefits of which were
already mentioned above, are E-Tandem, Cultura, Moodle, Wiki.


Social aspect

Social aspect is important in a way, that students require new contacts and friends in the
foreign countries. This can be gained through visiting on and out of campus events, and
joining the Buddy Program, which is constructed with a purpose to introduce a foreign
student to different aspects of his/her new life through getting in contact with a local person.
ESN Buddy is one of the most popular buddy programs, that often goes hand in hand with
the Erasmus exchange program. However, many universities have their local buddy program.
ESN has also their own online blog that contains a different range of topics from the
recommendations on free time spending and top destinations to visit till employment
possibilities. Additionally, for students, going on exchange to Germany, Sudysity.de is a
chance to find new connections and information about upcoming events. Synchronous
communication tools, such as Facebook groups mentioned under the Education category,
Twitter groups- Social Europe and Flicker groups- Social Europe, as well as Telegram
channels of a blog type are additional useful information sources and ways to socialize.
While talking about the period after arrival to a foreign country, namely the period during
exchange mobility, based on the survey insights, mobility students that had exchange
program experience in a vast variety of countries, had similar problems referring to the
previously discussed aspects. The following order depicts the problems according to their
importance to mobility students: education, health, language, accommodation, legal, social
aspects. Additional solutions can be proposed on the matter.
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Education

During the mobility program, according to the conducted research, 36.2% of students
experienced lack of feeling of achievements in education and another 36.2% lack of
informational support related to their studies. Hence, in addition to the tools advised for the
period of program preparation, it is very important to mention explicitly discussed above
VLEs, such as Moodle, E-Learning, Sloodle, Blackboard, Second Life,

e-COMS,

Edmodo, Flipgrid, HighLearn, Studyosity.de, VICOS, MOOCs, Brightspace,
Claroline, Canvas, MOOCs, Docebo, Dokeos, Sakai, .LRN and ILIAS. These previously
discussed platforms and online learning managers contain thorough information about course
contents, schedules, academic staff etc. Moreover, some of them allow students to access
virtual classrooms. Hence, facilitating distant learning. As many mobility students conduct
research during their exchange semester, such tools as Google Scholar and iGoogle, can
help with finding academic articles on the topic of interest. As for the learning process in
general, such synchronous tools as Discord, Jitsi Meet and Zoom are very advisable for
online group meetings, virtual presentations and face-to-face discussions. Teams offers
virtual education tools and apps as well. These tools include asynchronous communication
elements, discussed in the previous part of our research, such as virtual learning
communities, pre-recorded Power-Point presentations and online group discussions of
a threaded character. Additionally, Edu-Smile can help to easily exchange files with peers
and professors, to be up to date with on-campus events and to stay in contact with other
students.


Health

As it was already mentioned for the period before mobility, students may try to use
synchronous and asynchronous communication tools in order to find out more about the
health system in a host country. The European Commission forums and blogs and social
media as Facebook groups that were already mentioned above are of great importance.
However, should a student still require additional help on the matter, he/ she may use Teams,
as it offers a healthcare support category on a remote basis. It is noteworthy to mention that
Teams is only available for free for students if the university pays for it, which is why it is
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suitable for the period “during mobility program”, once a student finds out if it is accessible
via the host university.


Language aspect

According to the survey, 27% of participants still experienced problems with foreign
language. However, the majority indicated that they used virtual language learning platforms
only before mobility. Therefore, it is advisable to use such planforms as Soliya, that connects
students all over Europe with online language learning purposes. Moodle and Wiki can be
helpful during mobility as well, as they facilitate language learning through such means as
forums and quizzes. Computer games like The Sims, Duolinguo, LyricsTraining, Call of
Duty or YouTube Gaming may help to enhance foreign language skills, as they imply
repetition effect that improves vocabulary learning.

For

Accommodation
long-term

accommodation

purposes

blogs

like

Erasmus

blog

(https://erasmusu.com/nl/erasmus-blog), ESN blog (https://www.esn.org/blog/), forums
like www.internationalstudent.com and http://exchangestudentworld.com, Facebook
groups, such as Housing Anywhere or special accommodation groups for exchange students
in particular cities like Copenhagen Students Accommodation Group and local
accommodation websites, such as www.easypiso.com for those, who go to Spain or
www.ikot.be and www.student.be for students, destined to Belgium. is the best way to find
relevant information. Additional benefits of forums are that there is a possibility to ask for
advice and opinion about peculiarities of living in the country of destination, as well as in
Facebook group, as the offers are normally posted by flat owners and landlords, it is
convenient to ask them personally via Facebook Messenger about all the interesting
questions.


Legal Aspect

For further problems with finding out about local rules and laws of any foreign European
countries, the Archives Portal Europe and the European Commission blogs will help, as
they contain general data and archives on more than 30 European countries about all kinds
of topics.
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Social aspect

In order to overcome problems in the social sector, students can use some tools of virtual
exchange such as X-Culture, iEARN and COIL. These projects are highly advisable for the
educational purposes, however, they put a high emphasis on students’ intercultural
collaboration. Thus, it is very important to mention them under social category as well.
Students with different cultural backgrounds can not only develop their intercultural
knowledge but also become more open-minded and expand their social circle. In addition,
group chats in Slack, Telegram channels and discussions in the mentioned before
Facebook groups can help to find out about upcoming local events and engage in different
kinds of student activities with peers.
Based on the data retrieved from the survey, during the period “after mobility” the majority
of participants, namely 73%, did not experience any challenges referring to the information
search. However, the rest of exchange students shared their trouble among three main
categories-education, legal and language aspects, where the additional suggestions should be
made.


Education

According to the survey results, one of the major problems for students after the mobility
was a lack of communication with host university on such subjects as exam results and credit
translation, as well as lack of communication with other on professional level, such tools as
e-Learning platform or its local substitute provided by the host university, normally contain
all the general data on grades, achievements, transcripts and so on. For the further questions,
students can always send e-mails via local study portals to academic staff, as participants
admitted to use more synchronous than asynchronous communication tools during this
period, which might be one of the obstacles in obtaining required information. As for the
problem of connecting to business contacts and peers, apart from usual social networking, it
might be useful to build up a professional network, especially for those students, who
graduate shortly after their mobility program. Such tools as Teams, Graduateland portal,
Student.be, Twitter recruitment pages, LinkedIn/ LinkedIn Slideshare are worthy to use
to search for future opportunities in the desired professional field. Furthermore, for those,
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who travel to Switzerland, VICOS might be a great option, as it offers to become a part of a
business community apart from usual student-to-student collaboration.


Legal aspect

As the survey showed, some students can still experience troubles with the legal aspect of
exchange about foreign laws, rules, permissions and so on after their mobility. If the previous
suggestions did not help, it might be useful to consider The Sharing Perspectives
Foundation project, which behaves as a “service provider” and gives students the
opportunity to collaborate on such subjects as law, economics, political and social science
(O’Dowd, 2018, p.17). Therefore, students are able to collaborate with peers and to find more
detailed information on their questions.


Language aspect

As a minor percentage of students, who went on Erasmus+, experienced problems with
language aspect, in addition to already advised solutions, it is helpful for them to turn again
to the OLS tool, as it is created especially to support Erasmus exchange students with online
language learning possibilities. The language test after the mobility program will help to
keep track on the progress made over the time spent abroad and detect if there is a need to
participate in additional online lessons.
As it was mentioned before, mobility students have different needs and meet different
challenges on each stage of their exchange program than regular students. Therefore, it is
important to provide them with accessible and free information sources that they may easily
use on each stage of their journey. This general guideline attempts to serve as a guidance for
those, who are unprepared for the challenges and require further help in their information
search, as well as for IRO staff, student advisors, funding bodies and student networks in
order to properly assist mobility students with their information search.
Finally, a table with general overview on existing free information systems discussed along
the research can be constructed. The solutions are reassigned under six main categories that
were defined in the beginning of our research, namely information systems (synchronous
and asynchronous), portals, VLEs, the language aspect, virtual exchange and the Erasmus
student perspective, according to the students’ needs in the periods before, during and after
mobility (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Overview of existing free online solutions for mobility students
Free Information
Systems
Synchronous

Asynchronous

Portals

VLEs

Before

During

After

University website,
Facebook groups,
portals, blogs
(Erasmus blog, ESN
blog, the European
Commission blogs),
What’s App,
Telegram channels,
YouTube, Twitter
groups, Flicker
e-mail, webpages

Slack, virtual classrooms,
Edu-Smile, Discord,
Telegram, Zoom, Jitsi Meet,
Teams, YouTube gaming,
blogs and forums, Facebook
groups

Twitter (professional
matters)

Virtual learning
communities, online group
discussions, pre-recorded
PowerPoint lectures, Wiki
The Archives Portal Europe

e-mail

Moodle, E-Learning,
Sloodle, Blackboard, Second
Life, e-COMS, Edmodo,
Flipgrid, HighLearn,
Studyosity.de, VICOS,
Brightspace, Claroline,
Canvas, MOOCs, Docebo,
Dokeos, Sakai, .LRN, ILIAS
Soliya, Computer games
(The Sims, Duolinguo,
LyricsTraining, Call of Duty,
YouTube Gaming), Moodle
X-Culture, Soliya, COIL

VICOS, E-Learning

Studyportals,
Eurodyce Network,
StudyinEurope.eu,
CampusFrance, the
British Council,
Nuffic, DAAD
Moodle,
Studyosity.de, ELearning

The Language
aspect

E-Tandem, Cultura,
Moodle, Wiki

Virtual exchange

E-Tandem, Cultura,
iEARN
Blogs, Facebook
groups, Messengers,
OLS, the European
Commission forums,
ESN Buddy

The Erasmus
perspective

YouTube, Wiki, Google
Scolar, Messengers,
Facebook groups, ESN
buddy, iGoogle,

Graduateland,
Student.be, LinkedIn

OLS

Sharing Perspectives
project
LinkedIn/ LinkedIn
Slideshare, Twitter
(professional
matters), OLS

Based on this general overview of existing free online solutions and the final practical
guideline, we can summarize free information systems that were discussed in this research
into one final table according to specific student needs categories before, during and after
mobility, such as Education, Accommodation, Health, Legal, Language and Social aspects
(see Table 2).
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Table 2. General guideline on existing free online information systems
Free Information
Systems
Education

Accommodation
and Health

Before

During

After

Studyportals
(www.studyportals.co
m,
www.bachelorsportal.
eu/,
www.mastersportal.e
u, www.phdportal.eu,
ScholarshipPortal.eu,
www.shortcoursespor
tal.eu.), Eurodyce
Network
(https://eacea.ec.euro
pa.eu/nationalpolicies/eurydice/hom
e_en),
StudyinEurope.eu
(www.studyineurope.
eu), CampusFrance,
the British Council,
Nuffic, DAAD, eLearning, Moodle,
host university’s
website
Airbnb
(www.airbnb.com),
HostelWorld
(www.hostelworld.co
m), What’s App, emails, forums, blogs
(ESN blog
(https://www.esn.org/
blog/)), Facebook
groups (Erasmus
Student Network,
Youth on the Move,
Social Europe,
Worldwide Exchange
Students, ESN Buddy,
Erasmus Student
Network and
Erasmus)

VLEs (Moodle, E-Learning,
Sloodle, Blackboard, Second
Life, e-COMS, Edmodo,
Flipgrid, HighLearn,
Studyosity.de, VICOS,
MOOCs, Brightspace,
Claroline, Canvas, MOOCs,
Docebo, Dokeos, Sakai, .LRN,
ILIAS), virtual classrooms,
Google Scholar, iGoogle,
synchronous tools (Discord,
Jitsi Meet, Zoom, Teams),
asynchronous tools (virtual
learning communities, prerecorded Power-Point
presentations, online group
discussions of a threaded
character), Edu-Smile

e-Learning, emails, Teams,
Graduateland
(www.graduateland.
com), Student.be,
Twitter
recruitment pages,
LinkedIn/
LinkedIn
Slideshare, VICOS

Erasmus blog
(https://erasmusu.com/nl/eras
mus-blog), ESN blog
(https://www.esn.org/blog/),
forums
(www.internationalstudent.co
m,
http://exchangestudentworld.c
om), Facebook groupsHousing Anywhere,
Copenhagen Students
Accommodation Group
(Denmark), local
accommodation websites
(www.easypiso.com (Spain),
www.ikot.be and
www.student.be (Belgium))
The European Commission
forums and blogs, social
media (Facebook groups),
Teams
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Table 2 (continued)
Legal aspect

Language aspect

Social aspect

The European
Commission blogs
(http://blogs.ec.europ
a.eu/digital-agenda/),
Erasmus blog
(https://erasmusu.com
/nl/erasmus-blog),
national forums,
Facebook groupsInnovation Union,
European Institute of
Innovation and
Technology, Digital
Agenda for Europe,
Twitter- CORDIS
Europe, CORDIS
calls - 7th Framework
Programme,
European Training
Foundation, Digital
Agenda for Europe,
YouTube- Digital
Agenda for Europe
OLS platform
(https://app.erasmuspl
usols.eu/), ETandem, Cultura,
Moodle, Wiki

the Archives Portal Europe,
the European Commission
blogs
(http://blogs.ec.europa.eu/digit
al-agenda/)

The Sharing
Perspectives
Foundation project

Soliya, Moodle, Wiki
platform, computer games
(The Sims, Duolinguo,
LyricsTraining, Call of Duty,
YouTube Gaming)

OLS platform
(https://app.erasmus
plusols.eu/)

ESN blog
(https://www.esn.org/
blog/), ESN Buddy
program,
Sudysity.de,
Facebook groups
mentioned under the
Education category,
Twitter groupsSocial Europe,
Flicker groupsSocial Europe,
Telegram channels

X-Culture, iEARN, COIL,
Slack, Telegram channels,
Facebook groups

This final practical general guideline serves as an answer to our research question and
confirms our hypothesis by providing mobility students with helpful tips that may simplify
their information search and adaptation process in a foreign country.
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7. CONCLUSION
This section includes conclusions that were made throughout our research on free
information systems for mobility students.
As nowadays universities offer to their students a big range of short-term study opportunities
abroad, it is a rather vital topic due to the increase of international mobility in recent years.
Mobility program can be rather challenging for a student in terms of information search on
different kinds of topics such as accommodation, health, education and many others.
Therefore, this research addressed the needs of mobility students in terms of information
search and attempted to provide free information solutions accessible online through six
main groups: online information systems (synchronous/ asynchronous), portals, virtual
learning environments (VLEs), virtual exchange, online language learning aspect and the
Erasmus aspect.
The aim of this paper was to create a general guideline on different kinds of free solutions
for those students, who seek a big range of information on various topics at once, for
example, before their mobility. As well as for student advisors, student networks and funding
bodies in order to properly guide students through this process.
The final guideline provides a general advice on the possible free online solutions usage
according to several categories of students’ needs, detected through the conducted survey,
on each stage of their exchange program. The general overview contains all the discussed in
the paper online free information solutions reassigned according to students needs
throughout the mobility timeline under six main categories.
The findings are close to the insights from the related to the topic academic literature. This
supports efficiency of our final guideline for future mobility students, which complies with
our research question and the main objective to create an efficient general guideline for
exchange students in order to facilitate their adaptation process in a foreign country and to
cover their basic needs concerning the information search before, during and after mobility
program.
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SURVEY

Dear participant,
I am finishing my Master Degree as a marketing student at Ghent University by conducting
a research regarding the information systems landscape of free solutions - taking the
perspective of mobility students. This questionnaire consists of 5 short sections. It will only
take 10 minutes of your time to fill it in. By doing so, you will benefit to the research that
aims to help international students on their search of free information solutions on each stage
of their mobility.
All your data will be collected anonymously.

Thank you very much for your input!

With best regards,
Vladlena Ponomareva

Introduction
Student mobility is any opportunity for students to work or study abroad whilst undertaking
their degree program – whether undergraduate or postgraduate. Student Mobility can be both
incoming and outgoing in the form of Bilateral Exchange or one-way Study Abroad. Study
Abroad programs are one-way (incoming only) fee paying programs for either one semester
or one academic year.
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